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I. NUCLEAR PHYSIOS

1. Intermediate Width Structures in the Reaction
5 OTi(p.n) 5 Ov(S. Kailaa, S.K. Gupta and M.K. Mehta)

The observation of intermediate width structres (IWS)

in ^ Ti(p,n) v reaction was reported earlier '. Some
2)preliminary analysis of the IWS wae also carried out .

In view of the recent theoretioal developments 'y we have

carried out detailed statistical analysis of the data to

bring out more information about the IWS. Our analysis

reveals the presence of two kinds of structures with

widths w 2.7 and ^ 99 kev in the (p,n) excitation

funotion, the former characteristic of the compound nuclear

and the latter related to the intermediate reaction

mechanisms. The level spacings of these IWS ( * 300 kev)

are consistent with Ixumo's partial equilibrium model.

Further measurement like Jr' of thes« IWS as well as

observation of correlated structures in some other channels

will be helpful to understand better the IWS.

1) S. Kailas et al, Phya. Rev. C12, 1789 (1975)

2) S. Kailas and M.K. Mehta, Nucl. Phys. Solid State Phy«

(India) B19, 35 (1976)

3) W.A. ?riedman et al, Phya. Sep. 77, 47 (1981)
S. Kuhlmenn et al, Nucl* Phys. A318, 125 (1979).



2. Probe Dependence frv the Giant Quadrupole Resonance

Excitation (S. K M las)

It has been ahowa by Bernateln et al ' (BBM) that the

eolleotive model deformation length & • £>R ia related both

to the external probe and to the nuclear atruoture matrix

elements. From a ayetematlc atudy of hadron Inelastic

aeattering dnta for iow lying 0 + -»• 24 transitione thsy hare

demonstrated that the predicted probe dependence ia in fpet

found to be valid in a large number of caees. In the present

work thia concept ha» been extended to the excitation of the

giant quadrupole resonance (OQR). Following Ref., 1, we write

6(F) (F ia the external field or probe) in terma of S,, and

^K (neutron and proton deformation parameters which are pro-

perties of just the nucleus) as

where ^(^represents the interaction strength of the external

field with the target n(p). Further Mn/fH= Now/C* &V>) TYhere

M t via the n(p) transition matrix element. In the present

work we have considered for analysia the GQR data for Zr,
120Sn and 208Pb targets2^. We hare estimated t>*Ap using the

relation

where

Jo« isoscslar J1« isovector volume integrals. We know

b /b., • 0 for e, 1 for <*, and it varies with E (p) for
n p "

n(p).

For each target, the £ values are least square fitted

using expression for 6(1?). From this, we deduced M



values. The results, are listed in Table I. We have compared

our results obtained using BBM procedure with that of the

homogeneous model aeoording tw *hieh r̂> - 1. In Table J we

have given the X2" values for fits using the BBM and homo-

geneous models. We find BBM procedure is definitely better

in explaining the data and we conclude that the data presented

hare are suggestive of probe dependence for the GQR excitation.

Table I

~y\y. Tfcluea froa BBM homogeneous model,
Nucleus BBM Homogeneous

90Zr 0.80 + .33 (33) 1.25 (43)

120Sn ' 2.08+ .9^ (11) 1.40 (16)

208Pb 0.96 4 .38 (38) 1.54 (49)

•X,2. y ( ^
£>£.*+l> / values are given in brackets.

1). A.M. Bernstein et al, Phys. Lett. 106Bf 259 (1981).

?.). I.E. Bertrand et al, Phye. Hev. 022, 1832 (1980) >

Plhys. Letts. 80B, 198 (1979)j Phys. Letts. 103B, 326

(1981)j P.H. Youagblood et al, Phy». Rev. C23, 1997

(1981); P. Martin et al, Nuel. Phys. A315, 291 0979)»

K. Mart*, etal, Nucl. Phys. A238, 93 (1975); C. DJalali

(Thesis) Orsay, 1981, S. Kailae et al (to be Published).

3. The Real an* the Imaginary Parta of the Kucleon-Kucleua

Qptioft̂  Potential (S, Bhattacherya and S. Kailas)

Tolume integrals of the real an* the imaginary parts of

tbo proton and neutron optical potentials computed using the



existing phenomenological analyses for A»12-209 ' and for a

range of nucleon •nergies (E • 10-180MeV; E • 8-150 MeV)

hav« beau fitted with enpirioal expressions!

Real Part

(J.(0) + <* E + p E2) (1 + 0.67 9)

+ (*?*) ( J^O) + OL B + k'E2) (1 • 1.61 3 )

(E - Ep-V^ , BB)

J . (0 ) - 383 + 3 MeV -fm3 , ot, - -2 .73 + 0.1 fm3

« 0.0072 + .0007 fra3 MeY"1

• 8 6 + 1 9 MeV fn 3 , oc! * - 1 . 7 •+ .7 fn 3

f - 0.009 + .005 fm3 MeV"1

Imaginary Part

iS. * U»(0) + «* E + ft E2) (1 + 0.67 S) (E*E -Y , E )
1 1 m p o n

+ J . (0 ) exp (- oC'B) (1 + 1.61 8) (E-E -V . Bw)
— 1 • n p e n

for B < E
00

(E=E ) + ^(E-E ) (1+0.67 Sm) (E»E , £ )00 so j p n

+ J-(0) exp (- ot'E) (1+1.61 S ) (E=E -V ,E )
- ' • BI p o ' n
for E > E

00

where

J . (0 ) « 61.2 + 2.7 MeV fa 3 , o^ . 2.02 + .34 fm3

"{ • .042 + .024 fti3, E c 0 - 27 + 2 MeV



J,(0) - 198 • 14 MeV fm3, *.' - .044 + .007 MeT~1

P- -*•/ <2B -YJ | Y - 1.38 Z/A1/3
"00 ' 0 ' ' C

,2- 1.575 (1 - 2(0.525
« 1.116 A1 '3 - (0.525 A )2 A"1/3 /3.34S

+ for p ; -for a.

(1 - 2(0.525 r / O /3) / t ^
1 ' 3 - (0.525 A )2 A"1/3 /3 .

The -̂ errne 'S • are added to take care of density dependence

of N-N interactions. The magnitude and the energy dependence

of the lsoecalar, the isoveotor and the Coulomb components of

the real part of the potential determined from thtB empirical

procedure agree well with those predicted by the mierosoopie

approach of Jeukenne at al3' (JIM). As for the imeginery part,

though there is qualitatire agreement between the two predi-

otiona, there are differences when compared quantitatiTely.

The JIM results will have to be normalized as regards the

imaginary part.

1). CM. Perey and F.G. Perey, At. Data Nuel. Data Tables.

17, 1 (1976); A. Nadasen et al, Phys. R«T. 0 23, 1023

(1981); J. Kapaport, Phys. Kept. 1982, R.P. Deri to,

Thesis, Michigan State Univ. (1979).

2). B.C. Sinha, Phys. Lett. 33B, 279 (1970).

3). J.P. Jeukenno, A, Lejeune and C. Mahaux, Phys. Rev.

C16V 80 (1977).

4. Quasi-Moleoular Statea in the Mg( <=<• • °̂ c) ^Mg Reaction

(S.S. Kerekatte, A. Chatterjee, S.K. Gupta and M.K.

Tha data from the Tffg( oc , c<,0) Mg reaction havs been

analysed using the computer code ASCAT2 baaed on the multilevel,



•ultlohannel R-matrix formalism. The spins-parities (J " ) ani
the partial width* (1̂ ,1"*,) hay* been extracted for 15 resonan--

28
••a oorresponding to levels of Si in the i4MeV exaltation

region. The observed levels have bean found to conform to the

pattern of molecular spectra, based on Iachello's model of

nuclear quasimolecular spectre. According to this model, the

alpha particle and the l!g oan form a diatomic type of molecule.

Tne oc - Mg molecular structure was found to heve a moment of

inertia 2.83 x 10 Mev.fm , with a separation of 6.72 fm between

the alpha particle and the Mg nuolaus. The moment of inertia

of 29Si Is only 1.61 x 1Cr MeV.fm , which la considerably smaller

than that of the oC - ^Mg moleoule. Hence, the observed stites

do not form a rotational band in the nucleu

oredence to the proposed moleoular picture.
do not form a rotational band in the nucleus Si, giving further

5. ysoapin Characteristics of the Exolted States of Ar

Through the Reaction 329( <*-. i )36Ar (D.R. Chakrabarty

and M.A. Eswaran)

The study of the alpha capture resonanoes on self sonjugate

auolei reveal various aspects of the isospin (T) •haracteristios of

the ezolt<«d states through the operation of Isospin selection rules

for electromagnetic deoay according to which isoveotor dipole

(E1 or M1) transitions are enhanced and isoveotor E2 transitioas

are retsrdei '. In practice the «Y -iecay strength information

•ay aeei to be oombined with d^ -particle width & information, to

assign Isospin values. However for T*1 resonances in <*, -capture

on aalf conjugate (T»0) tsrget, V its expected to be too small

to be measured acourately through elastio scattering. In such a

situation, Tot has to be obtained through exact correspondence of

same resonance throi :h different channels such as (<*->̂ O» ^p/^) ,

(̂ p,*) .(P^t3) *n* their strength measurement.



The present work describes the conclusions (•m«r̂ ntr •• a

result of analysis of all the measurements made with the 5.5MeY

Tan da Grsaff Accelerator in this laboratory on the reaction

* S(du,Y )' Ar. The experimental data were reported in earliar

reports. Savan resonanoea art looated In all as shown in th*

table I. The reaulta from the measurement* of the angular

distributions, resonance strengths, and tht deoay of the raaonanoaa

with Ge(Li) deteotor enable assignment of Coin parity and

multipole strengths of the transitions as listed in Tpble I.

Table It Properties of the resonances measured in the reeotion
6

Res.

No.

1.

2 .

3.
4.
5.
6 .

7.

E(lab)
(MeV)

+12kev

4.H9

4.330

4.450
4.510
4.660
4.740
4.950

(MeV)

i12k«Y

10.329

10.490

10.597

10.650

10.783
10.854

11.041

j "

2*

3"

3"

r
2*

3"
2*

Decay
modes

-• 0,0*
- 1.97,2*
-*1.97,2*
-^4.18,3"
^1.97 ,2*
~* 0,0*
-t.97,2*
-» 1.97,2*

Multipole
Strengtha
(Wfu)

0.27, B2
< 0.005, M1
>0.16x10"3 , E1
>0.009, Ml
>O.96x1O""4, B1
>5.4x10~ 4 , B1
>0.008, M1
>3x1O~5, 31
>0.009, M1

T

0

1

-

0

1
-

1

In the region of 10 to 11 MeV excitat ion, combining the
inforastion on " s ( o i . , i )* Ar from tht present work with the
information from other channels in the l i t erature we hare oorrelatcd
resonances at excitat ion energies 10.044, 10.319, 10.650 and 10.700
MeV In Ar and deduce! C raluea. The oc -widths C. and the
reduced widths 6^ derived from £, for the four resonances ar« shown



in Table II along frith the radiative transition strengths of
different multipoles. I t ! • seen fro» the table that the l eve l s
with ampller R v a l u e s have larger E1 stengths »"# smaller
E2 strength* and vice versa. These observations enable the
assignment of predominant T*1 character for l eve l s at 10.044 and
10.700 MeV and T=0 character for those at 10.319 and 10.650 MeV.

Table H i Comparison of e<--width an« V-width for states
in Ar and T assignment

(MeV)

10.044

10.319

10.650

10.700

1"

2*

1"

2*

c
(eV)

8

35

428

17

(*)

0.23

0.91

1.36

0.32

E1

(mW.u)

3.2

.

0,54

1.9
(->4.18V3~)

E2

(W.u)

-

0.27

( -»g.B,

-

0.07

T

1

0
.)

0

1

Res. No

Tab. I

-

1

4

mm

In the l a s t coloumn of table I we have assigned isospin T to
the resonances observed in the present work. Resonance no.1 an*
4 are assigned T*0, as iiucuaeed abovs. The obserration of strong
M1 for res .no .2 , 5 and 7 leads to the T*1 assignment. Incidentally
in Ar, other know* 1*0 M1 strengths are below 0.005 W.u. Also
since T̂ A1 i* expected to. be small for T=1 s ta tes , the aotuel
strengths wi l l be much stronger. For the 2 resonances (S and 7)

the absence of any signif icant ground state decays gives examples
of reterdea <iT*1 B2 decay for which examples are very f«w in
literature . A detailed paper on this work hBS been seat for •
publioation3^.
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1 ) . P.M. Endt and 0. Van der leun, Nuel.Phys. AJJ3J5, 27 (1974)
2 ) . P.M. Endt and C. Van der leun, Nuol.Phys. A^ifi, 1 (1973)
3 ) . To be published in Phys.Rev. 0 (1983).

6. "Absolute" Alpha Transfer Strength with iij. Project i les
and Alpha Resonance Width (M.A. Bswaran and D.R. Chekra-
burty) .

The transfer of c -oart i s lee in (^. i ,d) reaction to a
nuclear s tete which can slso be formed as a oompund nuclear
resonance in scattering provides a unique b°ais for testing
the reaction theory and DWBA assumption and affords a comp*risoa
of "absolute" <A,-eluster spectroscopie strength 3^ with the oL-

ng resonance wi;Hh F̂  .

have chosen for such a study ths oatiis of 0( I i , d ) Ne*
at Eft =32 MeV1^ leafing to the 5.78 MeV state of 20Ne which i s

16 16
also excited aa an e la s t i c scattering resonance in 0( rf.,^) 0
at E^ (Iab>»1.3i7 MeV with a measure* width of C x28+3 e V 2 \

We have made the exact f in i t e range DV/BA analysis of the reac-
tion 0(Ti i ,d) Ne# with one step cluster transfer assumption with
the program LOLA. For the ^-d cluster representation of l i which
i s crucial in this analysis we employed the in f in i t e renulsiva core
formulation of interaction V. . with R-nY.-s0.6 fm and corresponding

c*"Q cur" T.\

sero node wave function l i ^ as investigate* by us earlier . For the
final state in He the cluster model <*, - 0 interaction poteiitial
of Buck et al ' baBed on folded potential i s en ployed and* speci-
f i c a l l y for the quesi-bound 5.782 MeV state of fle a resonant
wav* funotion ^ was generated ' which i s normalised to irregular
Coulomb function Gf\r)/r at large r sd i i . This resonant wave fun-
otion i s consistent with the measured width of 28 eV for the 8t*te.
The optical model parameter set from Bassani et al ' has been used
for Tii on 0.



1C

The result of thia finite range DWBA or.loulation indicates a

satisfactory f i t to the angular distribution, however the ^.-clu-

ster spectoscopio strength S^ obtained from the absolute cross

section i s 3 times whrt i s expected b" deduction from £ . Tt is

also found that the angular distribution f i t obt*1net if Improved

if the final state wave function 1s cut off to zero ir. the interi-

or regions upto the last node, ""he larger "absolute" strength 3^

by e factor of 3 in oompprison to ^ remains however esaentiPlly

the 3ame. Thia work wee renorted in the International Conference

on fluoleus-TTucleuB Collisions held pt Ea9t Ian»ir?.9;(l!.S.A.) during

September ?6 - October 1,1982.

51). r . Anantaraman et a l . ITucl.Phys. 31?A 44

2). J.D. MacArthur et a l . Pfcys.Rev. C£2 356 (1980)

3). D.H. Chakrabarty and M.A. Ksweran, Phys.Rev. 02^ 1933 (1982)

4) . B. Buck, C.B. Dover and J.P. Vary, Phys.Rev. CIJ. 1803 (1975)

5). W.G. Davies et a l . tfucl.j?hys. 26QA 477 (1976)

6). 0. Bassftni et a l . JTucl.Phys. 189A 353 (1972)

7. peevy Ion Total Reaction Cross Sections (3.K. Gupta end

S. Kailas)

Heavy ion resotion cross sections are often dediiced from

elastic scattering measurements. It ia desirable to calculnte

thp reoctinn cross section empirically without, resorting to

dedeileo" optical model calculations or even without re3ort1ng

to elestic scattering data. 'Ye have obtained a one parrmeter

empirical expression, which successfully predicts the reaction

cross sections for projectiles ranging from Li to Xe and
12 ^38

for targets re.nging from C to u U. The reaction cross sec-

tion between two heavy ions (A-, Z^) and (*„, ZA is expressed' «
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<rR - 10 A R (R - |) mb ,

wher« 2>«1.44 ziZ2 MeT fm. S is on energy in MeV.

We define

R « Q, + Q2 + fB~
1/3 (A] / 5 + A J / 3 ) (in fm)

where

with

Q Ci =

«cV
0.76

1.15

fm2

AJ / 3 d + 1.565A*2/3

(i*1,2) (Ref.«5)

In choosing the form for R, we have made UBC of the following .
•zX - 1 / 3

faete. 1. The strong absorption rediua varies with energy '©.• E

2. ri^/i ̂  rm» charge radius corrected for proton aize is a better

representation for the radius of the nucleus. The parameter f

obtained from the best fit to all the data sets cano out to be

1.169 + 0.012. The overall agreement between the predictions from

this empirical procedure and the reaction d^ta ie satisfactory.

The data can be reproduced within + 12$ of their values by this

one parameter expression.

1). G.R. Satohler and W.G. love, Phys.Rep. CS5, 183 (1979);

J.R. Birkelund et al9 Phys.Rev. C13, 133 (1976);

H.J. Wollersherin et a l , Phys.Rev. C24» 21U (1981).
2 ) . R. Bass, Nuolear Reactions with heavy ions , Springer

Verlag, 1980.
3). G. Madurga «t al, Phys.Rev. C23, 1536 (1981)

• ) . R.M. DeVrie* and J.C. Peng, ?hys«Rev. 022, 1055 (1980);

I.W. Townsend and J-W. Wilson, PhyB.Rav., C25V 1679 (1982)

5). J. Frieirich and N. Voegler, Nucl.Phys. A373, 192 (1982).
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8. Mean Tree path of a Mucleoa in Nuoleus-KuoleM* (?olli«ion

(Bikash Sinha).

The mean free path of nucleon for two colliding nuclei has

been computed using a renormalised momentum dependent effective

mass, the imaginary part of the optical potential. The Paul!

blocking due to the occupied intrinsio atatea haa bean estimated.

It turns out that for colliding nuclei the optimum energy for the

least mean free path is around 30 MeV per nuoleon.

9. The Nuclear PesponBe Function and the Imaginary part of the

Optical Potential. (S.C. Phatak and Bikash Sinha)

A simple Fermi GBB model has been employed to calculate the

response function of a nuoleua due to the oncoming single-particle

potential of p nucleus. The connection between the imaginary part

of the optical potential and the pseudo friction term, used to

take into account th« dissipation of energy for two colliding nuclei

haa been derived. The response function, it h»» been demonstrated,

is neturally connected to both the imaginary potential and the

rate r>f dissipation of energy.

10. The Effective Temperature and the ftfean Free Path of hadrons

in an expanding Fireball. (Bikash Sinha)

The difference between the effective temperature of the K

mesons, the pi mesons and the protons for inclusive spectra of two

colliding nuolei has been shown to be due to the dynamical difference

of the mean free paths of these hadrons is an expanding fireball.

The fireball, a hot ball of nuclear matter is oreeted by collision

of two nuslei. The cooling of the fireball due to expansion is

taken into acsount by solving Landan's hydrodynamical model.
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11. Vn^vcrsal Signals for Quark-Gluoa Plasma. I HHcaah

The ratio between gamma and dimuon pairs and ni mesons vc.

dlmuoa pairs here been shown to have universal oropertiea, signa-

lling the existence of Quark-Gluoa plasma. The ohnse transition

from ordinary hadronic matter to <luork-gluon plasme is expected

to occur at or eround a temperature of 160 MeV, It has been

demonstrated that the ratios mentioned just now ere independent

of the space-time evolution of the fireball, formed by oolllsion

of two nuclei.

12. A Renormaliaed Effective Interaction ^noorporatipa; the

Exchange Effects. (A.B. Santra mnd Bikash 3inha)

Starting from Bertsch effeotive int raction th* •xchan««

term for two colliding nuclei has been computed. It has beer

shown thPt the standard pseudo potential uee£ to compute the

exchange term is incorrect and a proper estimation of the *xehan

term is crucial for calculating the interaction potential of two

nuclei correctly. A renormalised effective interaction w>ioh

takes into account imnlicitely the exchange effects >IPS b»en

suggested.

13. Search for Axiona in Thermal Neutron Capture by Protons.

(V.M. Datsr, C.V,K. Baba, M,G. Batigeri and P. Singh)

Following the suggestion of Weinherg ' and ffilczek ' there

have been a number of experimental searches for a light neutral

pseudoscalar boson, the axion, postulated to suppress the strong

P and T violating effects of the instanton solution in QCD. The

only positive evidence for the axiitence of such a particle has

been that of Paissner «t al*'. This experiment observed 2 ieyen

which could be attributed to the decay oi a neutral penetrating
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particl*. Baroflto and Mukhopadhyay*' pointed out that the negative
results of Zehnder'a tear oh for axiom la the decay of 1'''BBa^ and
the positive evidence of Faisaner et a l ' ' could be reconciled with
each oth^r i f azlons aouple weakly to neutroaa aa compared to
protoas. They suggested in particular a search for axiona la
thermal aeutroa oepture by protons for which the calculated orosa
aeotion <r (a+p —»-i+a) * 17x^*0 could be aa high ao 5Of*b.

Some properties of the axiop.

(1) Pseudoscalsr J* * 0"

(2) Semi weakly interact!agt g2aNN~10~7

(3) l ight mass » 75 (X + ~) keV where

(4) Unstable Lifetime for 2 Y decay T7¥c0.7/—fir^rA5 Sec.
\ a /

Principle of Search.

Light water reactor as a strong source of

mth * p > d + a Q = 2.223 MeT

n ,

look for B^ + E^2 = 2.223 MeY erenta (neglecting deuteron
reooil energy)

A aearch for the axion waa f irst performed at the 400 KW swim-
ming pool reactor AFSARA(See box). The experiment aimed at detect-
ing the two Y-raya with a pair of 3n0 x 3" Nal(Tl) <l»fcectora



IS

10'

10

10"

, 6 2

6e(Lj )Geom1 (Tarapur)

NaKTl) (Tarapur) ~Z

Zehnder (Gbsgen)

Ge (J ) G com (Tarapurl

o

Fl# 15

200 400

MQ(KcV)

600 800

Comparison of theory with «xpt. The oontlnuoua curves
represent the double T»lued funotlon "X, as a function
of axion mass M*. The upper l««ita on >, derlred from
the upper limit of(T(np-W^) are Indicated. Also shown
Is the limit on "%, from the Zehnder et al. 2.8 OWth
reaotor experiment.
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following axion decay in a shielded volume ~10m from the oora.

No signal abova background (chiefly du* to eoeraic rays) waa

seen. The upper limit on the cvoea aeotion cr(n+p —> t+a) could

only rule out the 'standard' axion of mass mR?500KeV. To look

for an axio» in the maas region 150 keV (the lower limit for the

mass of a 'standard' axioa) to 500 kaV the experiment was repeated

at the 500 MWth light water reactor at Tarapur. Because of the

thousand fold increase in neutron flux in the oore and the use of

high resolution, large volume ( 126oe) Ge(Id) detectors a firm

oonolusioa about the existence or otherwise of the axion was

expected.

Two sets of experiments were done at Tarapur. One run

employed a pair of 126 oc Ge(Xi) detectors each having an energy

resolution of 2.5 keV at 1.33 MeV« The other run had a pair of

3"# x 3" Nal(Tl) detectors looking et a shielded volume of about

1m . The experimental set up waa ~7.!">m from the reactor core.

The neutron and coamie ray backgrounds were negligible. The main

source of background wae the Co activity in the surroundings

which provided an internal calibration. The detectors were run

in a uaual fast-slow coincidence set up with the energies deposited

by the coincident V-ray in the detectors recorded in the two

parameter mode. The efficiency of the set up for detecting a 2\ev-

ent wes calculated by the Monte Carlo method. Prom the absence of

a peak at 2223keV in the Byi + E^2 spectrum a strigent limit

<r(n+p —> d+a) for various assumed axion masses waa set. Fig.13

•hows a plot of TTJ vs axion mass. The Tarapur experiment only

permits axions in the mass range —275 - 300 k*V a region which

is ruled out by the '""Ba search. These two results teken together

conclusively ule out the existence of the standard sxio».
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H. An Effective Interaction for the TTuoleon-ITucleu3 Optical

Potential (S.K. Cfupta, D.R. Chakrabarty and K.H.1T. Murthy*)

An effective two body interaction in the nuelesr natter has

been defined using the t-metrices celculeted for nuclear mnttter

by Brieva, Rook and Geramb . The interaction has b'sr exnrease?

as a sure of two Yukawa form factors, one a+.traet"' ve end the other,

repulsive. While the range parameters are found indsperdent of

the density f of the nuclear matter sir? ener.ry S of *:he nucleon,

the interaction strengths are foond to vary rnd nre ppr

as polynomial functions in f* and 72 for a r,?.nge of f extending

UT> to 10;» of normal nuclear density and energy ranging up to 60

:.'eV. This i s accomplicihed for the real arid the irar-.^inrry

of both the isoscalar and the isovector potentials. "]he

ters of the potential are available in tabular forms"'. 'Vhile

calculating the optical potential for a finite nucleus by folding

this effective interaction, four prescriptionsh^ve been rsed for

taking into account the vnriation of she •>'nterpction with density

over the nuclear volume^ Volume integrals of the -lotfntial for

Co pnd ?b tar,?°ts have been calculated *nd compnr̂ rl with

phenomenology and other calculations.

This work has been presented in the International Conference*

on Nuclear date for Science end Technology, at Antwerp in Septem-

ber 1982.
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15. Analysis of Energy Losa Versus Fragment Charge Distri-
butions for the 736Xe + 209Bi System (J.N. De and
&.£>. Xapoor)

The correlation between the energy loss and the variance

of the charge or mass distributions in heavy ion deep inelaatio

collisions has baen qualitatively accounted for in the frame-

work of transport theory for non interacting Pemions. There

however still remain important discrepancies and in particular

conflicting conclusions seem to have been reached by different

groups with regard to the degree of neutron-proton correlations

on the basis of fits with the theory. We point out, with

particular reference to the * Xe • "BI system that the

contradictions and discrepancies oan be removed easily provided

one allows for isospin correlations in the theory while com-

parisons are made with the experimental data, We further point

out that from a comparison of the measurements of fragment

charge dispersion alone as a function of energy loss with the

predictions of the revised transport theory, no conclusions can

be drawn about the degree of neutron-proton correlation in the

nucleon exchange process in nuclear collisions. In figure 15
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Pig.15. Energy loss per unit charge variance against e
parameter related to the available energy per
particle above the barrier.
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the energy loss per u&it charge variance (RB diBtinguiahed

from energy loaa per particle) is plotted against a parameter

related to the available energy per particle above the barrier

and this plot 1B as true for uncorrelated exchange as It 1B

true for correlated exchange.

16, On the Importance of Shell Structure in Peep Inelastic
Collisions (8.5. kapoor) '

The analysiB reported above refers to the Fermi Gas

picture and the shell structure of the nuclear single particle

levels has not been taken into account. It is expected that

the shell structure of the nucleus would affect the energy

loss per nucleon exchange. We made a preliminary analysis

for a few systems like Xe+Bi, Kr+^r, Pb+Pb, Pb+ U , U + u

etc and come to the conclusion that though for systems like

Pb+Pb, there are indications of some effects of shell structure,

for most cases, there ie no evidence of shell effectB (See

Pig.16. Our conclusion in this respect differs from that of

the Heidelberg-Darmstadt group who, in their analysis do not

take into account the quantal momentum spread of the nucleons

over and above their relative momenta.

17. IJucleon Transfer Induced 5nerg;y Dissipation in Jeep
Inelaati'c~5ollisibr.3 (J.N. De, S.K. Kataria, S.S.Kapoor
and V,S. Ramamurthy)

Dissipation of energy from the relative motion into the

intrinsic excitations of two closely interacting nuclei due tr

exchange of nucleons between them is reexemined in the frame-

work of classical window model with the inclusions of Pauli-

blocking. In contradiction to an earlier work by Randrup,

for nucleon flux averaging, we consider only one half of the
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Pig.17. Calculated differential energy loss and mase
variance as a function of the angle Q between
the line joining the centres of mass and
direction of relative motion.
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Fermi sphere for the Intrinsic Fermi moments, of the transfered

particles corresponding to particle directions pointing towards

the transfer direction. Some of the important consequences of

such a picture are summarised as followst

1. There is an inherent asymmetry between the entrance and

exit channels for dE/dt and Htf^V^t resulting from nucleon

exchange process (See Figure 17).

2. Particle transfer may not always lead to energy dissipation*

For pure radial motion in the exit channel, particle transfer

from the exoited nuclei may lead to energy gain in the

relative motion.

If Could the Nuclei Exchange Clusters in Deep Inelastic
Collision ( J.N. De and K. Krishan*)

We undertake to investigate the correlation between G~^

and the energy loss in deep inelastic collisions from a com-

pletely dynamical calculation, by solving the Euler-Legrange

equations of motion. The equations include proximity nuclear

potential, proximity friction and the modified Coulomb potential.

The distance and curvature dependent barrier between the single

particle nuclear potentials is also taken into account. Particle

exchange is then simulated by a Monte-Carlo calculation. Pene-

tration of the barrier is also taken into consideration. It is

found that the calculation reproduces <r^v upto an energy loss

of w 170 MeV for 136Xe + 2098i system at 1130 MeVj beyond that

energy loss, g^ is grossly underestimated. A possible expla-

nation to remove the discrepancy may be that the nuclei exchange

clusters instead of single nucleons which would increase the
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variance" but not the energy loss. Another possibility like

the fluctuation in tht> scission of the aeok of the already

deforced intermediate oomplex oan not be rule? out.

•VEC Centre, Calcutta.

19. Spectator Recoil in Intermediate JJjnergy Heavy Ion
- Collision! U.N. De, J.P. Bondorf*', 4. Faiw* end

A.O.T. Karvinen+)

In intermediate energy heavy ion collisions

(r-100-500 MeV/A), study of the recoil momentum of the heavy

spectator and its fluctuation can be an effective guide in

determining the scattering plane. We undertake a study of the

momentum distribution of the recoiling heavy spectators in
12 108 197

collisions between C and Ag and Au at energies between

100-200 MeV/A and found that a study of the momentum-impact

parameter correlation can determine the collision geometry

rather precisely (the impact parameter can be determined to

within + 1 fra). We further found that the scattering plane

can be determined with a precision $y + 10*.

*The Niels Bohr Institute, Copenhagen.

••Roland EostvOs University, Budapest.

+NORDITA, Copenhagen.

20. Syetematics of Fission Barrier Heights and the Nuclear
Surface Tsnaion Constant (S.K. Kataria , S.a. Kapoor
and V.S. Ramamurthy)

In the framework of the liquid drop model, the macro-

scopic part of the fission barrier heights of nuclei are

sensitive to their fissibility parameters, defined as the <

ratio of the Coulomb energy to twice the surface energy, both
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taken for thu spherical configuration of the nucleus. In the

present work, we have analysed the experimental dat* or macro-

scopic fission barrier heights of a large number of nuclei in

the mass region 1OO<A<25O, without any explicit assumption

on the functional form of the surfaoe energy coefficient. It

was found that the fissibility parameters do not follow the

liquid drop or the droplet model predictions. Instead, the

derived values of the surface tension constant exhibit, as

shown in the figure 20 a correlation with the effective radius

parameter ro • ^./ (\h of the nuolei, such correlations have

been the subject of a number of recent investigations of nucl«ar

surface tension and the present work provides basis for evaluat-

ing the investigations.

21. Surface Contributions to Nuclear Level Densities'*'
(V.S. Ramamurthy, S.K. kataria and M. Asghar*)

A general lepto dermous expansion for the density of

single particle levels in thin skinned potential wells has been

derived and is to study the finite size corrections to the

macroscopic level density parameters of nuclei. With droplet

model values for the potential parameters, the calculated level

density parameters for nuclei along the Beta stability line

show systematic deviations from the experimental estimates.

+ Kucl. Phys. A 398 (1983) 544.

• CNST, Alger- Gare, Algeria.



22, y_i:•;?•!on^Frr.̂ 'nent Angular Distributions for U(n,f)
r,tio • iT!i'x t L r:;r c f tne *ohs pe o f "t h<"_J]_rw[) 3iJtTon T?TjI
X' ^ . Kepoor, K.N. lyen/mr, D.T*. No.dka mi
V_S. Hameinurthy)

The fragment angular anisotropy data in the fast neutron-

induced fission of "0 for neutron energies upto 23 T.'eV hmre

been coaipiled and the data upto a neutron energy of 11 MeV have

been analysed within the framework- of the s ta t is t ical theory,

taking into account second chance fission, Analysis hsa been

restricted to the neutron energy range 0 - 'B •*-"-11 V.eY, because

for E >11 WeV, third chance fissions contribute to the auiao-

tropy of the fission fragments from the fissioning compound

nucleus U and significant pre-equilibrium effects set in,

leading to uncertainties in the angular momentum distribution

and the excitation energy of the fissioning nucleus. For

neutron energies upto 11 MeVv the f i rs t chance fission aniso-
•yxc.

tropy of the U fiaeion fragments has been deduced uaiwr the

experimental data on Yy /r; an^ 'the anisotropy data for tha
' 235 234

neutron induced ' ision of U and V. The analysis

decionetrates thst due to the washing out of shell effects st

higher excitation energies, the shape of the transition state

shifts from the second barrier shape to the liquid drop model
0A 0

shape. This feature hrs been observed in the caae of ' Pu

data earl ier and this could well be a common feature of all

actinide nuclei having a double humped fission barrier. Ji

would be interesting to analyse the angular distribution (3̂ 1

in the fast neutrora-induced fission of other actinides also

to see if thie is really eo. Figure 22 shows the anisotropy

versus neutron energy upto 11 MeV". The continuous line in ths

figure represents the anisotropy resulting from the variation
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MOTION tHtHIM t.

Pig,22. Anisotropy versus neutron energy - the continuous
line SLOWS the janiaotropy resulting from the
v&riation of K versus excitation energy shown
in the inset.
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2
of Ko versus excitation energy shown in the Inset of the

figure. Shown also in- the inset 1B the expected variation

for the case of second harrier shape and also that predicted

by the liquid drop model corrected for shell and pairing

effects.

23. Measurement of Specific Energy LogBes of Individual
Fission Fragments with a Back^to-Back A M Detector
(R. Govll, S.s. Kapoor, E.M. FadkarnI, 57575. Murthy
and P.N. Rama Rao)

The specific ionization of fission fragments of specified

•harge and B/M valuea in thermal neutron induoed fiesion of

U have been measured employing a back-to-back 4E-E set up.

On each side of this set up the particle energy IOBS AB was

measured with a gridded ionization chamber and the residual

energy E with a semiconductor detector. (Fig.23,1 . A thin

U source (^30^^/cm ) on. gold-coated VYNS film was mounted

at the centre and the two semiconductor detectors wsre mounted

at a distanoe of 23 mm from the target on either side of it.

The chamber was filled with a mixture of 95^ Argon and 5#

Methane gases (P-5) at a pressure of 44 torr and was continuously

purified during the run. The chamber was placed in the thermal

neutron beam (flux r-> 2 x 10 n/fcm /sec) at the CIRTJS reactor.

The two AE and two £ pulses were amplified and the four

coincident pulses recorded, event by event, on a magnetic tape

by means of a multiparameter acquisition system. The data was

analysed off-line with a computer.

Using the measured AB end E values the kinetic energy

of each of the pair fragments was obtained,., which provided the

provisional fragment masses using the mass and momentum con-

servation relations. These kinetic energies were corrected
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Pig.23.1. Schematic diagram of the back-to-back B- E
gridded ionisation chamber.
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for the prompt neutron emission effects using \s (M,^) data

and preneutron kinetic energy E.̂ , E« and final fragment masses

M^Mg were arrived at. The fragment energy loss distributions

for a specified fragment charge and E/M were then obtained where

the Z for each event was taken to be that given by the average Z

versus M da-La of Wahl et al. As at she gaa thick nee B used

(0.25 mg/om ), the A E measurement spanned a very small (3: 5#)

of the ion's traok length, AE for a given Z and E/M was used

to directly give the stopping power dE/dx by assuming dE/dx »

^E/A.X where A x is the thickness of gas AE detector. Pig.23.2

shows the stopping powers for the light and heavy fission frag-

ments in the observed E/fa range. The effective charge parameter

If at a given velocity can be obtained from a modified Bethe

expressing for the electronic stopping power —jr- and data of

Pig.23.2 and these are shown in fig.23.3where the abscissa is

chosen "a the reduced velocity V which is the ratio of the ion

velocity to the Thomas-Fermi electron velocity (Vr « Vh^ ' }.

For comparison the values of ~i for some heavy ions reported

in the literature are also shown. The values of Y versus V

for the light and heavy fragment groups were found to fit the

following expression

Y L « 1-0.95 exp (-0.72 7V)

V * 1-0.99 exp (-0.82 V )

This effective sharge parametri»ation was found to be adequate

to provide electronic stopping powers, ranges and energy looses

of fission fragments in any arbitrary thickness of T>-«5
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24. Measurements of Frar?ment Mass. Charge and Kinetic Bnerscy
Bistributtons in thermal Neutron yieeion of Q!?U w l j n **
3aok-to-Back AE-E Detector System (H. Govil, S.S.Kapoor,
D.M. Nadkarni, S.P..S. Murthy and P.N. Rama Rao)

A simultaneous measurement of fragment mass (M) charge (Z)

and kinetic energy (Eg.) distributions of fragments in thermal

neutron fission of U has been carried out using a back-to-

back AE-E detector system. The energy loss A E deposited

by the two complementary fragments was measured by a pair of

gridded ionization chambers filled with P-5 gas ana th3 residual

fragment energies by means of a pair of semiconductor detectors.

The four parameter data was analysed to obtain fragment M- and

Z- distributions using the mass and momentum conservation rela-

tions and the variation of /vE with E/M and Z, respectively.

The charge resolution was determined by operating the chambers

<ii the gas pressures of 44-, 150- and 270 torr and the best

Z-resolution was obtained at 270 torr. At this lat ter gas

pressure the data was analysed to obtain Z-distribution for

different E~ windows. The measured variances c^~ of the

fragment charge distributions as a function of Ê  were compared

with measured variances (f^ of the fragment mass distribution

as a function of 3_. Tne dependence of measured variances

••*;"", » T~z ̂  on L have been discussed to learn about the

degree of neutron-proton correlations in the nucleon exchange

during the process of mass division in fission, in anology with

that used in the case of heavy ion deep inelastic collisions.

The observed "iriation ZTA*' • <fz E n * <3~AX/^"z*~ v e r 3 U S "®v

ia shown in the figure 24 . ^he observed variation of

;5"/,V v;*- with E_,, which is somewhat similar to that in

heavy ion deep inelastic collisions, implies that the final
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mass division in the fission process is governed by nucleon

exchange mechanism where the degree of neutron-proton correla-

tions is dependent on the total kinetic energy IL. For very

large E-. the neutron-proton motion in the exchange process is

largely uncorrelated while for lower E- values the neutron-proton

motion becomes increasingly correlated. This result has some

implications regarding inapplicability of some of the fission

models. For example in the statistical model of fission, where

the fragments mass distributions are determined by the phase-

space available to the equilibrated dinuclear complex at scission,

and where total equilibration in all degrees of freedom is

demanded <^7 i-r^ is expected to vary nearly as (A/z) at

all values of IL. whioh seems to be contrary to that observed

suggesting the non-applicability of statistical theory of

fission in mass and charge division in fission.
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II. SOLID STATE PHYSICS

mikhopadhyay, S.t. Chtplot and K.R> Rao)

T«tracyano*thyl»n» ITCNE), • C O M M A acceptor in many donrcr-

&cc«ptor complex**, 1* known to h«v« a alow selid-state phas*

transition on hwatlns *t itiK1* frow a cubic <I«3) £* to

wtonoelinie lP2%fr>) sttuetur*'. It had been proposed to stwtiy

tftia sluggish transition4 by neutron Intensity correlation

t«chni«iu«.

fhm commercially available aampl* w n purified by

sublimation tachmqu* with th« hmlp of Dr. ftanganathun of

Chemistry Division. Tha pura colourless powder *awtpl« was found

to b* in th« monocllnic phasa as checked toy neutron diffraction

(fig.i.M, A well formed cubic crystal of TCNE (of mosaic spread

12') was obtained from this pur* *ample by recrystallisation from

solution in ethyl acetate kept at -5 C. A single crystal, heated

to th* room temperature was checked to be in cubic phase by

neutron scattering don* at ClftUS.

Pulverization of TCNE wns expected to initiate the ph**a

transition from cubic to monoclinic. Monitoring the intensity of

the cubic peak (fiO) ovmr a day did not show any change in

intensity. Powder diffraction (fig.1.21 r«vaal«d that the sample

remained in the cubic ph»s«. Transition to the monoclinic pha«e

was obtained by heating the sample to - 40 C by a hot air blower.

Tht.« transition was complete within iO minutes o-F heating. No

foatura of the cubic phase could be observed evsn on cooling th»

•ample to dry ice temperature, which would hsvo indicated the

reversibility of the transition.

For a mere precis* experiment, the sample was put in a

furnace. Complete transition from cubic to monoclinie occured at

.rl]

.1)
o o
C, which is nearly 20 C away from the transition temperature

a* reported «arlier
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Fig,1.1. Neutron diffraction pattern of

tetracyanoethyisne at :-oon tsmp-
Brsture. a) Monocli.-i:'. •' phase
(P2 1/n); b) "uhic n-..s= (Irr3)..
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A crystral of cubic TCNE, viewed through • polarizing

icope, developes cracks at

transition around that temperature.

microscope, developes cracks at 45 C. indicating the phase

A OSC measurement will b« mads to know the nature of the

transition.

1) J.Murgich and Pissanetzky. 3. Chem. Phys. &2_ . 92(1975)

2) R.J. Little, 0. Paulter, and P.Coppens. Act* Cryst. B27

1*93( 1971 ).

3) D.A.Bekoe and K.N. Trueblood, Z. Krist. 113 , J(1960).

4) A Mierzejewski and S.L. Chaplot, Proc. Vllth Int.Conf.Raman

Spectv. ed. W.F. Murphy. PP. 46 (1980).

2. Neutron Scattering from LaNi H <C.L. Thaper and 8.A.

Dasannacharya)

Preliminary experiments on neutron diffraction and

inelastic scattering from LaNi H have been carried out at room

temperature and a hydrogen pressure of 4bar. The position of

Bragg reflections from LaNi H were observed to be in reasonable
1 >agreement with those seen in the deuteride sample . The

inelastic spectra obtained from the hydride on the filter

detector spectrometer in the energy range 40-1<>0mev did not

reveal any peak due to hydrogen. presumably due to reduced

incident neutron intensity on this instrument as a consequence

some defect in the beam channel Reduction in neutron intensity

has been confirmed through gold-foil flux measurements.

The sample was prepared by Shri P. Suryanarayana and ui

A J. Singh of chemistry Division.

1) A. Fijrrsr. P fxscher, W.Halg au.j L Schlapbach i>~> Hydrides
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for Energy Storage, eds. A.F. Andersen and A.J. Maaland. Pergamon

Press. p.TS (1971).

3. Magnetic Moment Di»tribution in MICr Allovi IK. Otakravarthy

and L. Madhav Rao)

Transport property studies on nickel baaed dilute 3d alloys

showed peaking of the residual resistivity and reversal of the

aign of thermoelectric power in HiCr system . This behaviour was

attributed to the formation of impurity virutal bound state (vbs)

near E-. In such a case, a strong perturbation in magnetic moment

distribution is expected. We measured polarisation ratios in

single crystals of Ni. Cr^ (x-0.023 and 0.034). The usual

corrections for extinction and depolarisation were applied to

these ratios to arrive at the correct magnetic structure

amplitudes. Magnetic structure amplitudes in these two alloys

together with those available for K - 0 . 0 4 5 were normalised to

their measured bulk moments 0.446(2)u,.0.376|2>uB and 0.303(2>u

respectively. Projection operator formalism is used to get the

form factors corresponding to spherical and aspherical parts of

atomic sphere magnetisation. The site moments obtained for tho

three alloys are 0.44(t)u , 0.40(1)u and 0.31(t)p respectively.

The variation of both site and bulk moments with Cr concentration

shows the alloy to become paramagnetic around 9 atomic Z of Cr at

room temperature. The diffuse moment is found to be very small in

all cases. The asphericity parameter is 0.18(2) and 0.20(2) and

0.24(2) for the three alloys. Thus the introduction of Cr

impurity daes not affect the asphericity of the moment

distribution atleaat upto x«0.03* but seems to soften thereafter.

A multiband CPA calculation was performed for the UACr
g

systems at O K using realistic density of states and employing

reasonable electronic parameters '. It predicts the formation of

sharp Cr vbs near E_ confirming '*̂ e conclusion drawn from
II

transport property measurements V The site moment asphericity Ln
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0.1T for 0.0<x<0.06 but softens for higher Cr content. The

variation of the individual and tit* moments ia shown in Fig.3.1.

The transition to the paramagnetic phase is shown to occur at 12

atomic X of Cr. in accord with the magnetisation data at 4.2k.

1. J. Durt.nd and F.J. Gautier, J. Phys. Chem. Solids 21. 2773

(1970); M.C. -Candeville and J. Rouasel.J. Phys. £1. 686 <1971)

2. Y.Ito and J. Akimitsu.J. Phys. Soc. Japan i£, 431 J1974)

3. R. Chakravarthy and I. Madhav Rao,J.Phys. F11. 2071 (1981)

4• Application of Projection Operator Formalism to the Polarised

Neutron Oata on NIRu Alloys (R. Chakravarthy and L. Madhav Rao)

The traditional method of analysing magnetic structure

amplitudes uses free ion Hartree-Fock form factors in the case of

metals and superposition of such form factors in the case of

alloys. In principle this approach is not quite correct in the

case of transition metals and alloys. As a first modification to

this method, magnetic structure amplitudes in NiRu were analysed

using spherical site form factors derived from measured magnetic
2*

structure amplitudes and using calculated <j > of Ni ion for
1)

the asphertcal part of the form factor . A s a further

improvement. we have analysed the data using projection operator

formalism which uses the symmetry peoperties of electronic wave

functions in the cubic crystal to get the projection operators in

the matrix form which in turn can project out the experimental
2 I

form factors into the atomic sphere . The projected aspherical

part of the form factor is fitted to the analytical expression

without making any assumption about the nature of the form

factors to get the asphericity parameter. The merit of the

formalism also lies in the fact that the entire analysis is

confined to the atomic sphere.



In th"? absence of a unique definition of local mor.-ut in

the case of metals,wo define the moment residing inside thp

atomic sphere as the local site moment and the differonco bntwonn

this and bulk moment as the diffuse moment.

The measured magnetic structure amplitudes in Mi flu

(x«0.0, 0.027, 0.033 and 0.046) are normalised to measured bulk

moments 0.613(2)uQ. 0 . 505 < 2 )u . 0 . *73 ( 2 )u_ and 0.40U?)u
H If 0 B

respectively, and ir« projected out to get the spherical and

aspherical parts of form factors corresponding to the atomic

sphere magnetisation. The salient features of the analysis ar»

the following: tho sharpness of the alloy form factor increases

from 0.7Z to 3.5Z over the studied range of Ru concentration. The

sits moments in four cases are 0.62(1)u , 0.50(1)u.i O . * 6 ( 1 ) U

and 0.39u respectively. The variation of the site moment with Ru

content shows the system to go paramagnetic - 12 atomic I of Ru.

The diffuse moment in all the cases is found to be very small and

negligible. The asphericity of the moment distribution (y) is

found to be 0.20(t) upto x*0.033 (^,=0.20(1)) but becomes

0. 2 U 1 ) for x = 0.0*6.

1) R. Chakravarthy, L.Madhav Rao and N.S. Satya Murthy, Pramana

JJ.. 207(1980)

2) S. Kaprzyk, B. Van l.aar, F. Maniawski, J. Magn. Magn. Mater. 22..

t05(1981)
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9. Convraion Electron H o n b i m r Study of Borided and Laser

Treated Mild Steel* IK.ft.P.H. ftao. O.K. Sood, Animeah Jain and J.

Subrahmanyam*)

Borided steels show considerable improvement in their

hardness and wear resistance properties compared to carbided and

nitrided steels, provided some boride phases are formed on the

surface of the treated steels. Laser treatment of the borided

steels under certain conditions is expected to make the surface

of the steel amorphous and this is expected to improve further

its surface quality.

We have undertaken a Conversion Electron Mossbauer study of

a set of borided and laser treated steels with a view to

characterise the boride phases produced. 'Pack Cemvntation

Proems*' was used to produce 10 to 4Sum thick boride layers on

mild steel samples of 15mm dia. and 3mm thick. The entire surface

of on« of the borided samples with about *5um thick borided layer

was laser treated with a 3J/cm and 3mm dia. spatially

homogenised overlapping ruby laser pulse of 25ns duration.

The various spectra recorded are shown in the figs.5.1 and

5.2. It is found from the experimental data that the boride

phases formed are Fe B and FeB. The spectrum shown in fig.5.1

indicates that a single phase Fe B is formed when the boride

thickness is only IGum. On the other hand, the spectra shown in

fig.5.2 indicates that a mixture of Fe B and FeB are formed when

the thickness of the borided layer increases beyond 10pm and that

finally FeB is formed when the thickness of the layer is 45pm. If.

has been inferred that about a 40um thick Fe B phase is first

formed on the surface and any further boriding leads to the

formation of FeB phase on the top of Fe B phase. Pulsed laser

treatment of such borided layers is shown to, at least partially,

convert the crystalline phases into amorphous phases due to rapid

melt quenching.
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'Material* Science Laboratory,BHEL. Hyderabad

6.Soin Relaxation of F« * Ion In LlAl 0 (S.C.Bhargava>

The aim of this investigation is two foldi

1. To study the behaviour of spin lattice relaxation frequencies

at higher temperatures. It may be pointed out that other

techniques enable studies to be made at lower temperatures only.

It is thus for the first time that the behaviour in the higher

temperature region is being studied.

2. In the interpretation of the paramagnetic hyperfine spectra at

low temperatures, static approximation (no relaxation) has so far

been made to simulate theoretical spectra. The significant

disagreement between theory and experimental data generally

found, specifically in the region in which .±.1/2 ionic level

contributes, is reduced by adding a magnetic field fixed in

magnitude but randomly oriented, presumably due to magnetic

moments of the neighbouring nuclei.

Our earlier studies on cross relaxation, however, indicate

that in this case the relaxation broadening in spectra

corresponding to +.1/2 ionic level may be appreciable. Hence, the

static approximation used in earlier studies is relaxed to see if

the disagreement mentioned above reduces.

With these objectives, Mossbauer spectra of

L l A 1*.99 FV01°4 *nd L i A 1 4 . 9 8 F V u 2 O * *"V- b M R <>bt«in*d

a) at several temperatures above the ambient temperature, in the

presence of an external field of 8KG. and

b) at the ambient temperatures, in presence of external fields up

to 8KG
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The temperature dependant;* of the relaxation -frequency is

obtained using the stochastic model of »pin relaxation with

computer programme which was developed earlier.

To simulate relaxation spectra incorporating the effect of

•pin relaxation, the approximation T>>UI ~ is made. The

relaxation of .±.1/2 level alone is taken into consideration as

this level splitting is insensitive to the relative orientation

of the crystal field axis and the external field. and

consequently is same for all the levels even in polycrystalline

material.

The detailed analysis is in progress.

7, Reorientation of NH, in (NH > SO.: (B.A. Basannacharya, R.

Subramanian and 0. Richter*)

N.M.R. and E.S.R.measurements on (NH I SO. above and below

its ferroelectric transitioi temperature of -50 C, suggest that,

in the paraelectric phase, the ammonium ions may be flipping
9 - %

about the ab mirror plane with a flipping frequency of -10 sec

This is in addition to the faster reorientations occuring with a

frequency of 10 sec . The slower flipping is expected to freeze

below T..

The faster motion was studied earlier using quasi-elastic

scattering of cold neutrons on the rotating cr.'itjl spectrometer.

In order to examine the slower motion (i.e. the flipping),

expressions for quasi-elastic and elastic scattering have been

derived in a model which assumes both reorientations and flipping

about a mirror plane. Details of the crystallographic structure

have not been included in the model. The elastic structure

factors calculated on this basis show that if the flipping motion

(which is expected to occur by 0 0 about the ab plane) has to be

observed using neutron scattering, ar. experiment with the wave
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vector transfer 0 >2.5A~ should be performed with an energy

resolution consistent with the flipping rate. For Q<2.5A~ one

essentially observes only the faster motion even with an ideal

resolution.

Fixed elastic-window neutron scattering experiments and

quasi-elastic scattering experiments were performed in the back-

scattering spectrometer at IFF, Julich*. This spectrometer gives

an energy resolution of better than 1ueV and covers a momentum

transfer range of upto 2.OA" . Temperature dependance of the

fixed elastic window experiment down to 50 K at two O-values

gives reorientation rates not inconsistent with earlier NMR-

•xperiments.

* Institute fur Featkorperforschunge der Kerforschungsanlage,

Julich.

8. Rotational H^man Correlat'ion Function for Linear Molecule in

M*-Model(S.K. Deb and K.V.Bhagwat)

Rotational Raman correlation function for linear molecule

in M -model as proposed by Outtagupta and Sood has been

calculated. M -model ia a generalization of Gordon's M-diffusion

model where the molecule is always under the action of random

torques. The correlation function for the Z-component of angulat

velocity is given by:

<ui (t) ui <0)> = o2 e" v t

where a and v are two parameters of the model. The Raman

correlation function has been expanded in powers of time upto the

fourth power. This enables one of the parameters (at to be

related to the mean squared torque <T > by
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Fig.8.1. Comparison of experimental and
calculated correlation function
for Methyl Iodide at room temperature,
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Thus the parameter o can b» fixed by using the

experimentally measured value of the torque.

Figure 6.1 shows the comparison of theoretical curve with
2)

tiie experimental correlation function for methyl iodide . Unlike

the diffusion model, the agreement at low time is very good

whereas at long time ths experimental correlation function decays

faster than the theoretical value.

1) S. Duttagupta and A.K. Sood, Z. Phys. &4A. 65 (1981)

2) M.L. Bansal, S.K. Deb and A.P. Roy, Chem. Phys. lett. 83.

9. Phonon-electroni; Excitation Interaction in Antimony: Raman

iJL«d.y.(M.L. Bansal and A. P. Roy)

An accurate measurement of line shapes of optic phonons in

antimony have been carried out. As the sample is opaque the

sample chamber was suitably modified to permit back-scattering

configuration. Using a combination of cylindrical and spherical

lenses, a slit type (40micron x 2mm) illumination is obtained on

liia sample which was mounted on the cold finger of a liquid

nitrogen cryostat. The optic phonon line profile recorded at • 'if

(temperature of the cold finger) is shown in fig.9.1. The

asymmetry in line shape is clearly seen.

We believe that we are observing a Fano-type interf«,i

between the discrete phonon line and a continuum of electronic

states. In Raman spectra, the Fano type line shape I(ti») (ui is the

frequency shift with respect to phonon frequency) is given by
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interaction.
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Kw) • <qr • mi2 I (T2 • *»2»

where q involves matrix elements corresponding to transition

from the excited phonon state and electronic states to the ground

state, aa wall as interaction between them, and V is the

broadening due to eJectron-phonon interaction, ty treating thesn

•a parameters. the theoretically computed line shape <q=10.

r»2cm" | convoluted with the Instrumental resolution function is

shown in fig.9.1

It may be noted here that similar features have been

observed in heavily doped p-type semiconductors but in pure

systems this is probably the first observation.

t) H.V. Klein, Light Scattering in solids, edited by H. Cardona

(Springer-Verlag. Berlin) p.146. (1975)

10. Phonqp Di-pyr»j.qn gelation in LjUSp (S.L. Chaplot, K.R. Rao

and A.P. Roy)

15 2)

Extensive . Raman Scattering and neutron diffraction

atudies on LiKSO have been carried out earlier at Trombay. We

report a lattice dynamical study in the room temperature phase

(P6 ) and in the low temperature phase (P31C). These studies

were undertaken to make the eigenvector assignments of the mode

frequencies and to understand certain other dynamical featurea

like tO-TO splittings as observed by Raman scattering and

infrared absorption techniques. Results on external vibrations

(see figs.10.1 and 10.2) are in reasonable agreement with Raman

and infrared data. A comparison at higher frequencies clearly

indicates a need to include noncentral potentials to describe the

bond-angle bending vibrations. Details of eigenvector and LO-TO

splittings are being prepared for publication.
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Calculations using systematic parametric variation of the

potential function lead to an interesting prediction of a soft

mode in the phase P6_ which may lead to an incommensurate phare

transition. Fig.10.1 shows the soft mode of the wave vector of

about O.Sw/c, which belongs to the E. representation and

involves mainly librations of the sulphate ions about axes in the

hexagonal plane. Calculations show that the entire branch

corresponding to this rotational mode has a tendency to soften

when parameters are varied. Experimentally also, the E mode in

the Raman spectra exhibits an unusual softening when the crystal

is cooled below 296K though all the remaining modes increase in

frequencies. In the low temperature phase P31C, the E-moda

frequency as calculated again agrees with the experimental

observation.

1J M L Bansal S.K. Oeb. A.P. Roy and V.C. Sahni, Solid State

CommuR ..!&. 10*7(1980)

2) c> Bhakay Tamhane, A.Sequeira and R. Chidambaram, Acta Cryst.

A2L<Suppl.>c 108(1981)

3) K R. Rao S.L Chaplot and A.P. Roy, Nucl. Phys. Solid State

Phys £5£. <1982>

4> M.L Bansal, Private Communication

11. Computer Simulation of Superionic Conductors (S.L. Chaplot

and « R Rao)

A computer programme suitable for any simple ioric system

and baaed on the molecular dynamics method has been developed

on the PRIME computer. An optimization has been incorporated in

which each pair of neighbours is considered only once to be

utilized by both the partners of the pair in the computation of

accelerations including the Ewald sums. Also the programme is

restartable from the time-step completed previously. The S(Q,w)

and v'(ui) can be computed together with the simulation run or
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afterwards using the same programme and can be plotted on the

calcomp plotter. Some preliminary runs have been taken which show

the hopping diffusion of silver ions in p-Agl

1). (a) K.R. Rao and S.L. Chaplot, in Current Trends in Lattice

Ovnamics• ed.K.R. Rao (Indian Physics Association, Bombay. 1979)

pp 5S9 and referenced therein.

(b) See also Computer Simulation of Solids ed. C.R.A. Catlow and

W.C. Hackrodt, Lecture Notes in Physics No.166 Springer-Verlag

(Berlin Heidelberg New York) (1982)

'2 • Pressure Oependance of Phonon Frequencies in Monoclinlc

Tetracvanoethvlene (S.L. Chaplot)

TCNE molecule has several internal vibrations at low

frequencies (-20meV) such that in the crystalline state the low

frequency phonon* in general have the "internal" as well as the

"external" character . Pressure dependance of frequencies of

these phonons provide information on the anharmonic nature of

external interactions between molecules in the crystal. A

theoretical lattice dynamical model based on atom-atom-potentials

and involving both external and relevant internal vibrations was

used to predict the pressure dependance and the results were

compared with the available Raman frequencies . In confirmity

with the Raman data most of the phonons increase in frequencies

with increase in pressure (fig.12.1). However, the Oavydov

splittings of the symmetric scissoring vibration shows an unusual

behaviourt it decreases and becomes negligible at 20kbars in the

experiment while in theory it remains constant upto that

pressure. For all other modes, the Oavydov splitting Increases in

theory in agre»m»nt with the Raman experiments. These results

provide support for the anharmonic part of the atom-atom

potentials which have already been quite successful in the study

of harmonic lattice dynamics.
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1) S.L. Chaplot. A. Hierze jewski. 6.S. »awley, J. Lefebvre «nd T.

Luty, J. Phya. C ±£, 625 <19t3)

2) S.L. Chaplot, A. Hierzejewski and 6.S. Pawley, Nucl. Phya.

Solid State Phya. 25C. (1982)

13 . Photoicouitic Simpolt Call and ita Chir»ct«irlitlci (S. K. Deb

and P.P. Chandra)

A r--om temperature sample call for conducting preliminary

experiments on the photoacouatic effect haa been designed,

fabricated and tested. Fig.13.1 shows the assembly drawing of the

cell. It is made of brass and haa an active volume of less than

0.15cc. The cell has been designed to keep this volume minimum

because the photpacouatic signal is inversely proportional to the

active volume. The incident laser beam entera the cell through a

quartz window at the top. The acoustic signal is detected by a

miniature electret condenser microphone of size 8 x 5 x 2mm. This

microphone haa a built-in FET preamplifier. The photoacoustic

signal waa recorded with the help of a Lock-in-amplifier (ITHACO

model 391A). A fine powder of carbon was used as the sample.

Fig.13.2 shows the variation of photoacoustic signal amplitude as

a function of chopping frequency using 5145A line of mn Ar laser

of 40mW. Although the photoacoustic signal decreases by

increasing the chopping frequency, it deviates "rom the

theoretical 1/f behaviour markedly. We wish to thank the staff

of MORS for lending us the microphone and making available the

Lock-in-amplifiers and Ar laser.

II A. (tosencwaig and A. Gersho. J. Appl.Phys. ±1, 64 (1976)
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14. Determination of Fermi Momentum Using Fourltr Transformed

Cpmoton Profile (G.P. Oas and P. Chaddah)

Two major problems in analysing Compton profile (CP) data

are how to correct for (i> th« finite instrumental resolution and

(ii) the high momentum tail due to core electron contributions

and due to multiple scattering. On Fourier transforming the CP

from momentum to position space the above problems can ba

circumvented. The zeroes of the Fourier transformed Compton

profile (FTCP) are conventionally related to the Fermi

(P_) in various metals using a free electron model. However, the

P_ values thus obtained deviate from the standard values. So we

have reanalysed the problem using a simple model for 3

homogeneous interacting electron gas , The FTCP of Hg &i room

temperature and that of Al at six different temperatures {ranging

•from 25 C to 887 C) , as calculated from our model yield a

systematic change (compared to free electron theory) in the Pc

values such that they match with the accepted values of the Form*

momentum to within the experimental error bar.

1) G.P. Das and P. Chaddah, to be published in Sol. St.

Comm.(1963).

15. r.acond Moment of Positron Annihilation Angular Correlation

16 P. Das and P. Chaddah)

The second moment of Compton profiles (CPj are being used

to obtain electronic energies. We have proposed that the second

moment of • line-slit (PAAC) curve, on comparison with the second

moment of CP, can yield the correlation energy contribution to

the cohesive energy of a material. We have justified the need for

correcting the PAAC data for positron enhancement factor and

thermalization effects Numerical estimates of the errors

involved have been obtained for free electron like metals viz. Li
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and Na.

1) €.P. Oa» and P. Chaddah. Second National Symposium on Positron

annihilation, Madras '19»2)

16. Translation.! Ordtr in DPPC-Hater Svittm Mttr tha Cha£r,

Heating1 (K. usha Oeniz, P.S. Parvathanathan, K.V. Muralidharan*,

V. Amirthalingam*, S. GurnaniO

The bilayer lamellar lyotropic liquid crystal. OPPC-Watee,

when heated, exhibits the following phas« transitions:

p — p o

wh«r« PT is th» Prvtransition and CH, th» Cnain-H«lti'A«i

transition. In th* to. and Pa. phuti, th« hydrocarbon i'nc)

chains of DPPC form an ordered 2-d psvudohaxagonal lattice in the

lamella*. At T , the chain* melt and tha 2-d ordered lattice
t)

changes to a 2-d liquid. He have studied the temperature

dependence of the 2-d translational order parameters, near T
C M-

both in pure (DPPC -Water) system as also in that, doped with th*

an, .leprosy drug DOS, using X-ray diffraction.

In our experiments, the weight ratio of water to DPPC was 1

and in the doped system the molar ratio iff , of DDS to DPPC was
2

O.Or. The integrated intensity, I (a a J, of the Bragg peak du»

to 2-d order (Bragg angle «10 5 , for \»1.5*16A) was measured for

293K< T< T-M (temperature stability «0.5°C). a was obtained by

normalizing /I to the value of a calculated from Meyer and

McMillan (MM) theory2 (Model Z, D« 0.99a) for a reduced

temperature t» * T
C H -

T " T C M ' °-045- T h « « a
9ttp values are plotted

as a function of t in fig.IB.1. o - K p drops sharply to zero at T C M

for ft >0, while for It =0.07. it gradually decreases to zero, the

gradual decrease could be due to a spread of TQH brought about by
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the ODS molecules. Our result* for R *0 are compared with the
3) "*

prediction of MM and Marcelja theoriea. To obtain a,
(Marcelja)

we have taken P«=20dyne»/cm and assumed that a a tn<T>-n<T_ *) ,
CM

where n i» the orientatidhal order parameter and the

normalization is done as in the case of «_„_- The two theories

agree very well with each other but predict a weaker first order

transition than that observed.

* Radiation Chemistry Section • Biochemistry and Food Technology

Division

1) K. Usha Deniz, to be published in Proc.Nucl.Phys.Solod State

Physics.Symp., Banaras. (1963)

2) R.J. Meyer and W.L. McMillan. Phya.Rev. AS. B99 (1974)

3) S. Marcel ja, Biochem. Biophys. Acta 387. 165 { 19 7 a.»

17. Molecular Dynamics of HxBPA in the S * and S.2 Phases (K.
U.Q g

Usha Deniz and S.R. Kasturi*)

Proton spin-lattice relaxation times. T have beer

measured in the S. and S_ phases of 4-n-Hexyloxy-Benzylidene
6 G

4'-n Propyl Aniline (HxBPA), in the temperature range. 220K « "f

O3SK, at 15MHz and 40MHz. The S * and S_2 are known1' to have
G 2)

similar crystalline structure but Raman experiments show that
they are different in as far as the hydrocarbon (he) chain

2)
environments are concerned. OSC observations indicate only a

S_2->hd=G;1 transition at 264K while heating. but no reverse

(cooling) transition. The Tf data show discontinuities at 263K

while heating and at 297K, while cooling. In the light of the DSC

and Raman results, we have inferred that these discontinuities

arc related to the onset and freezing of he chain motions.
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The spin lattice relaxation rate) for rotational diffusion

in a 2-apln (proton) system, having dipole interactions la

T,"1 o <!/bS» f/dt 0 ( T ) T / M « » 2 T 2 ) • /dT 4tB(»)/l1*a»2T2 »] < IT. 1 >

where b« distance between tha 2 methylene ICM I proton* in tha

chain. T* corralation tint* for rotational diffuaion of chains and

g<T), th» distribution of corralation times. Modala having both

diacrata and rectangular diatributiona wara uaad for fitting our

T1 data If10.17.1) in th* Sfi
1 phaaa. Th*a* g<T) ara

N N « 1 (17.2*}

g(T) - 11/N) I O(T - T i)

i«1 N = 2 (17.2b)

N N « 1 ( 1 7.3a)

i>1 N c 2 (17 3b)

whara gi(T) » {In«b1/a1)}"' . for

• 0 , for b.< T < a.

Modal* having g(T) givan by aqs.(17.2b). (17.3a) and (17.3b!

(Modala 2.4 and 5) giva battar fita to our data than that using

aq.(17.2a) (modal 1). In all four models, we h*v taken the

activation energy to be 8.90KCal/Hole, aa calculated from tha

experimental reaulta. A variant of eq.(17.2b) (modal 3) in which
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aach T^ la related to a different activation energy, fit* our

data beat. The bast fite of models I to 3 to our results irt seen

in fig.17.1. Th* beat fit parameters show that at 300K. (1) on*

of th* correlation times in all models ia in th* rang* (1.2

1.7) K 10~ s, and (2) b which lies between 2A and 2.3A ia

somewhat larger than th* distance of 1.SA between the methylene

protons.

* Tata Institute of Fundamental Research

H K. Usha Oenlz and A.I. Hehta. Phya.Lott. >9A. 411 M9S2)

2) K. Usha Denlz, A.I. Hehta, U.R.K. Rao, P.S. Parvtthanathan and

A.S. Paranjpe. Phys.tett. 31A. tO5 (1977)

18. Smectic C-Mematic Transition in tha Mixed Compounds.

5^6j_^BABA ( K. Usha Deniz P.S. Parvathanathan. J.V. Yakhmi* and

A.V.. Patankar*)

The compounds, p-n-Alkoxy Benzylidene-p-Amino Benzoic Acids

(nBABA), exhibit a Smectic C(S£) phase, only for n > 6. The (S£-

H) transition entropy for the pure compounds (6 < n < 9(

eKtrapolates to zero at o«*.1 (inset, fig.16.1). We have carried

out DSC studies of the (S -Nl transition in the mixed compounds,

5 6. BABA (0 < x < 1), to investigate whether it becomes

continuous for any particular x.

Our results show that the transition temperature, T C H '

decreases with increasing x from 459K to ***K for 0 < x < 0.3 and

remains almost constant for larger x. The x-dependance of the

transition entropy. AS C M (fi9.i6.IK is different from that of

T.u. Its n-dependence, which is linear for pure compounds changes
CM

in the case of mixtures ( n . «5x*6(1-x)). Using the calculations
mix.& -

for AS C N of Swift and Mulvaney in a mixture of liquid cryatala,

having en NAC point, and our x-ray diffraction results for the

tilt angle and smectic layer spacing, we find that the x-
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Fig. 1S.1

1.0

C N (in unit. «f R«, the ga«

constant) a* a function *f X*
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Fig. 18.2 Specific heat, Cp{cal|g,k) for

6BABA and ^ 6 , ^ BABA (x«0.41)

as a function of ths raduced
tamparatuxa •ft.
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dependence of AS C N is determined by the x-dependence of the bare

cohsrunc* length*.

The specific heat, Cp, for mixtures with x>0 and 0.59,

obtained while heating, is shown as a function of the reduced

tsmpesrature, t m' T ~ T C M * / T C N i n f*0-"-2. For x«0, Cp shows a

typical behaviour. For K * 0 . 5 9 , our data seems to indicate a

continuous (St-N) transition, but this could be due to the poor

temperature resolution at the scanning speed of 5°/min. Hardly

any effect due to fluctuations is observed near T,,.., even when

AS C M is small. This could be due to large bare coherence

lengths3'

* Chemistry Division

* Bio-Orgsnic Division

1) K. Usha Deniz, I».S. Parvathanathan. J.V. Yakhmi and A.V.

Pat*nkar, Mol.Cryst.Liq.Cryst. Ito be published)

2) J.Swift and B.J. Hulvsney, J. Chem. Phy« ._H, 3430 (i960)

3) v.t. <»inzburg, Sov. Solid State Phys. . 2, 1824 (196U

t9. influence of the Antlleorosv Orua, Ops, on the Phasa

Transition of the Lvotrooic. DPPC-Water <i(. Usha Deniz, P.S.

Parvathanathan, E.B. Mirza* and S. GurnaniO

The lamellar lyotropic liquid crystal, Dipalmitoyl

Phcsphatidyl choline (OPPO-Water (model membrane), when heated,

exhibits a pretransition (at T p T) , followed by a chain melting

(CM) transition (at T_M) at which the hydrocarbon chains of DPPC

get disordered and which is of great physiological importance in

biomembranes. We have studied the influence of the antileprosy

drug, diamino-diphenyl sulfone(OOS) on the chain melting and the

<h«in ordering (CO) transitions as also the (ice-waterl

transitions in the lyctropic, using differential scanning

calorimetry (DSC).
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The samples m a d in our experiments had weight ration*, x,

of H20 to DPPC. ranging from 0.29 to 2.5 and molar ratios, R ,

of, DOS to OPPC in the rang*, 0.03 to 0.8. Host of our work was

dons for R <0.3, sine* a phase separation into drug-rich and
1)

drug-poor region* was found te occur in the lyotropic for R >
Hi

0.3. The transition temperatures, the transition widths,A, and

tha> corresponding haats of transformation,AH, were obtained from

the experiments.

2)
Our results show the following interesting features: (II

The pretransition present in the pure systems disappear* when the

membranes are doped with DOS. (2) Doping decreases T_u ..(see

fig19.1) only slightly, for all x. Since T is mainly
en, cu

dependent an the interactions between the hydrocarbon (he) chains

of OPPC, DDS cannot be embedded in the he chain region of the

lamellae. AH_U rn ia independent of both k and x. Thess result*

as also the phase separation for large R , can be explained in

the light of the theory (Hodel III) of Oe Verteuil et ai 3 ).

O ) A C H c 0 increases with doping (figH.IJ. indicating that DOS

creates variation of the environment of DPPC molecules (•) The

ice-water transitions (fig.19.2) for pure systems consists of the

iw. (Tlw«2.3°C». wi(-tS§C to -21§C) and (wi»* (T j."*4°C)

transitions. For R >0, one can clearly see additional prominent

humps when x < t.O, showing that DDS alters the structure of

vicinal water. This is supported by the fact that the presence of

DDS leads to a decrease of AH i w *n<*
 AH(v»ij " n d a n increase of

AH , . Since DDS ia insoluble in the water due to its hydrophobic

phenyl groups, it must be located in the interfacial region of

the polar heeds, where its amino groups and sulfonyl oxygens not

only H-bond with water but also compete with water for the

binding sites. Taking into account the hydrophobicity of the

phenyl group,the most likely binding that can occur between the

DOS molecule and polar head groups are given in Table I.
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* Radiation Chewistiy Section

• Biochemistry anot Food Technology Division <

1) K. Utha Deniz, P.S. Parvathanathan, E.8. Mirza, V.

Amirthalingam and S. Gurnani, To be published in Liquid Crystal*

and Orderod Fluids, Vol.4

2) K. U»ha Oeniz, P.S. Parvathanathan, E.B. Mirza, V.

Amirthalingam K.V. Huralidharan and S. Gurnani, To be published

in Mol.Cryst. Liq. Cryst.

3) F. De Verteuil, D.A. Pink. E.B. Vadas and M.J. Zuckermann.

Biochem, Biophys. Act* S M , 207 (1981)

20. On the Long Axis qf a Molacole (Akalpita S. Paranjpa)

Until now no precise definition of the long axis of a

molecule of a compound exhibiting liquid crystalline phases is

attempted. A liquid crystal is defined as a liquid in which the

molecules have a long range orientational order. (Positional

order may or may not be present). A commonly known molecule is of

the type R- X - R" where R and R' can be alkoxy, alkyl, ryano

or ioms other groups and X, the central group, normally termed as

the rigid portion , has two or more benzene rings connected by r

linkage group for instance CH=N. For such molecules, the line

joining the centres of benzene rings is conventionally taken as

the long moleclar axis. This does not represent a proper

direction for the long axis. Rotation of a molecule is possible

around a single bond. For molecules where the benzene rings are

connected by double or tripple bonded linkage groups, or by a

single bond in between two benzene rings, the rotation of the

benzene rings is possible around their para axis. Further, it

will be energetically favourable from packing considerations that

the molecular axis be parallel to the direction around which

different sections of the molecules have a rotational motion.

Hence it is proposed that the Ions axis should be taken parallel

to the para axis of the benzene rings.
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X-ray diffraction photograph shows that the director (T) ia

parallel to the applied magnetic field. Again, it ia the para

axis of the benzene ring which aligns along the field direction.

This gives support to the abovs definition of the long axis.

it. Chain Ordering in Stnectic C Phases (Akalpita S. Paranjpe)

Several models of -tiie stn«ctic C (S ) phasa have
t )

osanputforward .These models take into account the orientational

ordering of the rigid portions. However, none of them gives any

importance to chain ordering in most substances exhibiting

liquid crystalline phases, it is observed that for lower chain

length, nemo tic phsss is stable ujhortss smactic phases stabilize

&3 the chain langcr. increases. ft is natural to assume that

-chain interactions are important in stabilizing the smectic

Furthor, in the ciss of compounds like mBABA exhibiting

S phases, pinnina of aipolcs icuy play an important role in the
2 )

nfcattilization of S phasss . This also suggests tha chains to be
ordered.

A it!.od@i for the S pha_o haa been propoased in which in

addition to the ordering of tha rigid portions of the molecules,

oriontational. ordering of the end hydrocarbon chains is also

taken into account . The layer spacing calculated from this

model takes into account the tilt directions of both the rigid

portions and the hydrocarbon chains. Based on this model two

type; of x-ray diffraction patterns are expected: <i) If the

chain? are ordered but there is inter-lsyer chain overlapping.

positions of diffraction maxima due to the chains (CD) and those

due to the rigid portions (AB) will be at two different

diffraction angles (fig.21.1 a,b) <ii) If the chains are ordered

but do not overlap, the diffraction maxima due to the chains will

form an asymmetric tail to the diffraction maxima due to rigid

portions (fig.21.2 a,b» However, even if the sample is a

ev)<)nodomain. as far as rigid portions are concerned, there May to*
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A
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fa)

PIGUREJU|{a) Molecular arrangement in Sc phase
with interpenetrating chains (b) Corresponding
exp«-ct«d diffraction pattern.

A

e

FIGURE 11.1 <•) Arrangement or molecules in the Sc

pl»«ee with •bains aligned (b) Corresponding
d x-ray diVraction pattern.
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domains in which chains have different orientations. In such a

case diffraction maxima due to chains will form symmetric tails

to the diffraction maxima due to the rigid portions. Same will be

the case if the chains have rotational diffusion.

Our diffraction results confirm that in the S phase of

mBABA (i) the chains are ordered and (ii) the overlapping of the

chains, if any, is negligible.

1) B.W. Van der Meer and G. Vertogen. 3.Physique Colloq. ±0_, C3-

222(1979 I

2) W.L. McMillan, Phys.Rev.Ai. 1238(1971)

3) A.S. Paranjpe. Mol. Cryst.Liq.Cryst. Letters &Z, 93 (1962)

22. Laser Treatment and Ion Beam Analysis of Materials (O.K.

Sood, Animesh K. Jain, K.8. Nambiar and Kuldeep)

Studies were undertaken on pulsed ruby laser melting of

metallic glasses- re ^Ni, P B and Fe Ni B . Both amorphous

and crystallised samples were used, and some of them were

implanted with Ru to serve as a marker species. SEM measurements

on surface topography and Rutherford Backscattering (1.8MeV He*)

depth profilling of Ru marker redistribution were used to

establish melting above about IJ/cm . Keat flow calculations and

liquid phase diffusion analysis of the Ru marker species under a

moving melt front have been performed. The observed

redistribution of Ru upto 2.5J/cm is consistent with an

effective 0 - 5 x 10"5cm2s"1. Flat Ru depth profiles are obtained

at higher energy densities due to convection effects. Results on

crystallised and amorphous samples are similar. Preliminary TEM

investigations of quenched regions o» a crystallised sample show

an unexpected absence of amorphous phase. This lack of

amorphisation could be a result of change in melt composition due

to evaporation and/or surface segregation. Further experiments
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art in progress to understand this.

Initial experiments w»r« parformed on thermal inter-

dif*usion in thin film coupl»s of Cu-Al and Ni-Al uystems. A

glancing angle Res analysis waa employed to achieve a

considerably enhanced depth resolution ( SSA in Cu(. A suitable

i;ample mounting arrangement was fabricated for this purpose.

Evidence of appreciable contamination from vacuum deposition

system and inadequate adhesion of films was noticed from the RBS

measurements.

RBS characterization of TiC films sputter deposited under

different conditions.was undertaken in collaboration with the

Chemistry Division, BARC. Analysis of RBS spectra shows presence

of large amounts of oxygen in the films. Further experiments are

In progress to find out the source of this oxygen.

23. Acoustical Acitivitv in Crystals <K.V. Bhagwat. R.

Subramanian and V.K. Wadnwan*)

The acoustical activity - the acoustical analogue of the

optical activity - was first investigated by Portigal and

Vurstein in 1966. This results from the first order spatial

dispersion contribution* to elastic constants. The acoustical

activity is described in terms of a fifth rank tensor, d whose

components satisfy the following properties

The nonvanishing components of d have been identified and

tabulated by Kumarswamy and Kriahnamurthy for all point-groups.

Instead of working with d Vuzhva and Lyamov introduced a fourth

rank axial tensor Gs
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di;>klm

Tfi«9© authors then identified the non zero components of 6

for all tbo point groups. Some discrepancies were observed in the

two tabulations.

We have observed that eq. 13) la not faithful

representation of the tenaor d. In view of the immense utility of

a lower rank axial tensor introduced in the corresponding optical

case we have obtained a modified, correct form of eq.<3) as

dijklm "cikp6pjlm * «jlpepikm ( 2 3 4 )

The components of the new axial ^.onsor 6 satisfy the

symmetry properties:

We have also tabulated the non-zero components of the new

fourth rank axial tensor 6 for all cryatallographic point groups.

In terms of the axial tensor arising in optical activity the

latter can be further classified into natural optical activity

and polar optical activity. Such a simple classification is not

possible in the acoustical case. But this point is being further

investigated.

* Neutron Physics Division
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24. Study of Path Integrals in Relation to Solid State Physics

(K.V. Shagwat. O.C. Khandekar* and S.V. Lawande*)

The use of path integration technique to study the motion

of an electron in a polar crystal provides a very powerful

application of the path integral formulation of quantum mechanics

developed by Feynman. It leads very naturally to the effective

self interaction of the electron. The actual problem is of course

too complicated for an exact solution. Various approximation

schemes can be developed starting from the exact formulation of

the problem. Alternatively one can study model systems, which

would be amenable to an exact solution. This could provide useful

bounds on the bound states of the polaron. In this spirit we have

evaluated the propagators for certain model problems, where the

self interaction is introduced by incorporating a memory term in

the action functional.

* T.R.P.S.

2 5. Calculation of Snatial Distribution of Ion Lattice

and Interaction Force in bcc Cvstals with and without

Dislocations (P.K. Bhattacharya, A.K. Jain and A.G. Wagh)

Ion channeling or scattering data can be interpreted in

terms of interaction potentials experienced by an ion passing

near the target atoms. Three dimensional calculations of

interaction potentials are performed using Lindhard and Pathak

forms oi interatomic potentials, within mesh points in a 3 x 3bcc

super lattice with and without dislocation. To elaborate on idaas

of dechcnneling force, calculations for near atom forces for

various potentials were made, in such crystals. Analytically

evaluate axial potentials show diff«r»ne« for long rang*

Pathak's interatomic potentials more than the Lindhard's,

potentials, thus making it suitable for analysis for crystal
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defects. Force in the channel beyond twice Thomas Fermi screening

radius is larger for Pathatcs case thin the Lindhard, thus, should

lead to measurable differences in the critical angle of

channeling for various heavy ion*.

26- Calculation* of Projected Range Oscillations of Low Energy

Heavy Ions (P.K. Shattacharya and S.K. Gupta)

The total length that an implanted ion travels in a

substrate projected on the direction of particle before entering

the target is called as projected ringa. Low energy heavy ions of

various atomic number show oscillations of upto 40* in

semiconductors. We have developed expressions to gxs* projected

and total range for Si and 6e, describing shell effects at lower

energies (reduced energy) from e = .004 to 0.3. It is interesting

to note the behaviour of transition element and rare earth

impurities, as they achieve deeper penetration. The ranges in

pol.yci-ystalline alluminii.m and silicon have been compared with

the measured values. The expression for total range uses a

function of the product of the solid state atomic densities of

the projectile and the target to reproduce the shell effects.

27. Pulsed Laser Beam Annealing: Semiconductors anJ Silicides

(P.K. Bhattacharya, A.G. Wagh, M.J. Kansara and R.V. Srikantiah)

2 i
High power pulsed laser beam treatment (- lOJ/cm is used

to produce diffusion and controlled formation of compound phases

in thin films on silicon. Diffusion of dopants in the hot spots

w«r« looked for, Brewster angle irradiation of the overlayars

showed several distinct stages in the regrowth including effects

of convection. In depth studies of epitaxial regrowth and growth

of metal silicide films are b»ing continued by Rutherford

Oacktcattaring and channeling techniques, using 500-200A films of

&«/Si and M«tals/Si systems. The technique not only has potential
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value for semiconductor processing, but form* an efficient tool

for studying tha intrinsic mechanism of pulaad latar beam

annealing. SEH and optical microscopa picturas hava revealed

little chang* of wavelength of tha rippla on virigin ailicon due

to malting at Brawatar angla, showing little thrashold affact -

interesting observation for laser beam mixing studies.
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III. INSTRUMENTATION AND TECHNIQUES

1) The Medium Energy Heavy Ion Accelerator Project

A medium energy heavy ion accelerator which 1 B a major

facility for Nucleer Physics Research has been sanctioned as

a Joint project between BARC and TIPR and will be located at

TIPH Bombay. A commercial contract has been signed with

Electrostatica International Inc., USA for the supply of a

14 UD Pelletron Tandem Accelerator. As per the terms of the

contract, the accelerator components will be delivered in

eight shipments spread over 2 years. An order has also been

placed with a local engineering firm for the manufacture and

erection of the massive pressure vessel. Tenders are afloat

for the gas storage tanks, SPg gas and control computer plus

CAMAC systems. The civil works for the Pelletron Tower, the

Beam Hall and the attached Xab block have also commenced during

the year.

2) 5.5 MeV Van de Graaff Accelerator (V.A. Hattangadi,
S.!T. Misra, G.V. Bhatt, P.H.S. Rao, R.P. Kulkarni,
S.J. Mandke, R.V. Patkar and N. Fernandez)

In view of the frequent breakdowns and generally erratic

performance of the accelerator, it was decided to completely

etripdown the machine and a thorough inspection and maintenance

of all the systems involved be made. The complete overhaul and

major m< mtenance of the 5.5 MeV Van de Graaff accelerator has

been completed. This includes change of vacuum system by most

modern Mffstak pump, replacement of accelerating tube by

reconditioned one, removal of differential tube completely, (
recoiling of switching magnet and reinsulation the Analysing t

magnet coils e*c, The machine was tested for high voltage and
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test of the machine with ion beam was stalled due to a craok

in the bottom-most section of the reconditioned tube. Various

measures taken to seal the crack in eitu by epoxy, vacuum eeala

etc proved unsatisfactory. Finally, the daneged glaae ring was

replaoed by a new one as a more permanent solution to th^ recurr-

ing problem. All care wes teken during the sealing process to

ensure electrode alignment and reliable sealing of the ^oint,

without diatrubing the neerby ones. The accelerator tube since

been installed back, pumped down to 10 torr and ion beam wos

extracted through i t .

The new gas maniflod was fabricated and installed using

ortec thermo-mechanical leaks. The etftinleRS steel bellows in

the beam transport l ine, whioh was having micro perforations wa3

replaced by the available bellows with some modifications in the

design.

The alignment of analysing and switching megnet was carried

out f i rs t with laser beam find later on with the ion beam for

good transmission as well as a horizontal beam pfter befcding

throu-'h 90° analysing mngnet.

The above overhaul haa resulted in obtaining a good, well-

foousaed and stable ion beam spot near the target. This also

improved the overall performenoe of machine with minimum break-

downs. The accelerated Ion beam is being utilised for experi-

ments since middle of December 1982.

3^ Development of a New Beam Port of. the 5.5 MeV Yaii-de-Graaff
for RBS Studies (K.B. Narabiar an« D.K, Sood)

A co-axial type liquid »ir trap has been assembled and
„ a

tested for 10 ' std cc/seo helium leak using a mass spectro-

•«ter leak deteotor. Thi» i s to be incorporated in the 45* <

beam port of the 5.5 MeV Van-de-Graaff accelerator for Rutherford
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backacattering (RBS) studies. Necessary modifications have been

incorporated in the existing scattering chamber for carrying out

HBS experiments on 0* beam port. Components such as conventional

high vacuum pumping system, intermediate chambers, rotefcle flan-

ges etc. fabricated out of stp.inles steel hp.ve been tested for

their performance before the final assembly of the 45° beam port.

Fabrication Pnd assembly of 89 mm aperture quadrupole doublet is

in progress at the central workshops.

4) 2 MV Tandem Accelerator (M.G. Betig°ri, P.K. Bhattachfrya,

P. Singh, S.G. Shukla, A.B. Pp.rui and V.3. Raju)

Tandem accelerator had been operating with e proton

beam of i50nA and an Oxygen (2 ) be-n of 30nA s?.t 1 "V terminal

voltage. The beam currents obtained were rather small. On^

nf the rnpsons hPd been the wronp; direction thnt thf? electrodes

in the accelerating tube hafl been fncing with respect to boam

oince the j on source was shifted to the other end of tho p.ceele-

rator. In order to confirm this, ion trajectory calculations

were repeated with the wrong ;.eonetry and the bean ?.'PS found to

l>? defocusing fit the stripper. Hence the nccelerating tubes

?/ere interchanged to the right geometry of the electrodes as

per original design. The results indicated smaller be^m size

at the outpr.t end of the acccleretor. The "reliminnry results

indicated increase in the beam transmission.

In order to improve the beam transmission further, a

thorough study of the low energy bepm trnnsport system W P S

undertaken. The system consists of 1) the duonl£3r.*vtron ion

source followed by an einzel lens E1 2) 20° preselector magnet

3) deflectors 4) second einael lens E2. The ultimate object

WPS to focus the beam of charged particles at the entry of the

low energy accelerating tube as required by the beam optics of
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the tv.be. Ion optical calculPtions have shown that the position

of the initial Gross over point is very critical and it has been

seen that for best transmission through the stripper canal this

cross over has to take place at the first electrode of the low

energy aocelerating tube. Off axis injection leads to a poor

transmission. It was not easy to study the performance of various

components insitu, BS the point of entry as defined for the

accelerating tube is about 80 cm inside the pressure vessel and

the: Tore is inaccessible for viewing the beam. Hence a separate

beam line waa set up. The results on this can v* summerized as

followst 1) Effect of placement of E1 and E2 was systematically

studied. In view of the large beam divergence from the extractor,

it was fount1 that the earlier position (namely immediately follow-

ing the extractor in the ion source geometry) is moat optimum for

E1. With L2 at the earlier position a fooussed beam of 6 mm dia

could be obtained at e potential on the middle electrode corres-

ponding to V2*4KV. It was also observed that the beam used to

shift slightly. Hence alignment of the entire system is very cri-

tical. 2) When 32 was moved closer to the accelerating tube, a

good beam spot of 3 mm dia could be obtained. However, inclusion

of such a lens closer to the accelerating tube after the 22.5 cm

pumoing station would result in reduction of pumping speed in the

accelerating tube. Hence, after a thorough study, it wao decided

to change the present diaphragm lens to a three tube lens. The

dimensions of ell-the electrodes (ID*68mm, 0D»74mm) are same.

The central electrode which is reised to voltage V2 is 34 tn̂  ir.^.

The gap between either of the two tubes is 3.5 mm. The optical

obaracteretics of a thick lens have been studied by Klem^-rer '.

The focal length of such a lens is 10S cms for central electro1 e

voltage of 4 KV which is the same as the distance of the f 1. t

electrode of the accelerating tube from the einzel lent. Since

it is a weak lens, it provides a beam with required charecf ertat- cs

over a large variation in the electrode voltages, the fir^t einrel

lens E1 which wes also a three diP^hrann l'-ns, \ 83 been changed
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to a three tube leas as the Bmall geometry levels to sparkings

Inside the lens and hence to Instability of the beam. The

dimensions of this lens are same PS that of S2. Employment

of these two tube lenses has Increased the tranemisaion further.

6 >A H~ injected into the accelerating tube we have got 2.5 jUA

proton beam from the accelerator and 1 MX mass analysed and energy

stabilized beam on the target. Vielde of Oxygen ion beema hav«

also improved. The currents corresponding to charge ststes 1+,2+

an* 3+ are 1O0nA, 1f\A end "?50nA respectively. A XX-YY deflector

system has also been designed ?nd fabricated to inject the beam

with the characteristics required by beam optics. Performance

of this system is to be tested- Calibration experiments to

measure (p,i) resonances on Al have been done with thin and

thick targets. The resonances chosen were those corresponding

to proton ener.Ties of 992 keV and a doublet at 1381 and 1388 keV.

The resolution of the accelerator w- s measured to be 5 keV.

1). 0. Klemperer, Electron Optic* (Cambridge University Press,

3rd Edition, P.90, 1971)

5) Transmission Calculations (P. Sin^h and M.Gf. Batigeri)

Transmission calculations for the accelerating tube9

were dona using Monte Carlo technique. Input parameters r

(radius of beam) and 0 (convergence angle) were calculated

fx-om the random numbers generated by the computer. Using

these innut parameters the trajectories of 25 keV protons

were calculated. The particle trsjectories with radius less

than 3 mm Rt the stripper canal (ID»6mm) wr.*e accepted. Out

of 100 trajectories, calculated 30 satisfied the above eriterian

giving rise to:' a transmission of 30+6 per«ent. This Is in

agreement with the measured value.
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6) Calculations of Bleotrostatic Coaxial IPHS System and Ray
Treeing of Trajectories of High Energy Ions
(P.K. Bhattacheryn.)

Since strong focussing ofahigh energy ion beam is obtained

by magnetic quadrupole lenses, usually, one is limited to mass

dependent focussing. long focus hollow electrostatic lens such

as einzel lens, require impractically large voltages to focus

high energy ions, in a similar way like an electrostatic qu«dru-

pole which has ltrge lens aberration. Electrostatic coaxial

lens is capable of focussing WeV energy ion beams with only

moderate applied voltages, since it uses field between two

cylindrical electrodes and has 1/r dependence. Thus particle

entering the lens closer to the axis experience*a stronger

focussing action. The diameter of the focussed beam spot depends

on the rate of change of the focal length P with the initial

radius of the beam entering the lens. Incoming ion beam is

assumed to be collimated into a hollow cylinder by an entrance

aperture and is bent and focussed continuously between two

coaxial cylinders. We have calculated ion trajectories and

focal lengths for cases where the inner cylinder is a thin wire.

Ci putations for Diverging-Converging doublet (useful and

conforming to trajectories required for RBS, MR and channeling

studies) and a Converging-Diverging doublet (PIX? ft Xray stuflir- >

has been done. Both of these were then usefully combined r.r.

form an T)lnzel lens type system that would focus upto 4000 ICPV

beams with a slight variation of voltage (VET,1 = -0.6* KV t<-

-0.75 KV « VEL3 & VEL2 * -1.5 KV; VWIRE = -1.0 KV) for 6 ^

transmission of the input beam. First (EL1) and last (TSL3)

cylinders were assumed to be 22mm long and the middle one

(EL2) 100mm, separated equally by ^ mm gap. The internal
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diameter was assumed to be 14.5 mm and the entrance aperture

for accepting the beam of 3 mm internal rpdiua and 5 mm external

radiue. Pocal lengths for this lens was found to vary between

1 SO cm to 200 cm when a 0.1 mm thick wire was chosen. Best

conditions for minimum spherical aberration for each focal length

are being analysed for tra^eotories of particles entering at

different initial radii.

1. P. Krejcik, J.C. Kelly and R.L. Daglieh, Nucl. Tnstr. &
Methods 168 (1980) p 247-249.
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7) Linao Design (M.G. Betigeri, P, Singh and P.V^ Bhagwat)

A computer code for designing proton linear accelerators

have been written and i s able to reproduce the resonance freque-

ncy for the Brookhaven National laboratory,, 200 MeV linae pars-

meters. The calculations of other parameters like Bhunt i™i»-

dance, wall losses, accelerating field etc. are being ch

to reproduce the values for the BNL accelerator,

8) Isotopes Separator (V.A. Hattangadi, F.R. Bhathena and

E. Shallom)

For the purpose of isotope collection, P decelerating tub*

was designed to progressively decelerate the beem from 30 KV to

1 KV. An Einzel lena ia also incorporated in the -Jeeelerf t: ng

tube to focus the beam on the target. This system was tested

using Ar*° and Pb208 yearns, About 21 jjgms of ?b2 0 7 were collec-

ted on a Ta fo i l . The use of decelerated beam should alsc

feci l i ta te direct collection of isotopes on self supported carbon

films.

To reduce the baekstresraing in 9" diffusion punp, a water-

cooled baffle was designed and put over the jet p.ssesibly

Backstreaming (as determined from the wei<#t ~,f oil collected

on top of diffusion pump) was reduced from 20 grcs to 0.0'' gins

over a period of kO hours. A reduction in lunnring speed from

1700 l i t rea /sec . to 1200 l i t res/sec was jfca^rv^d as = result

install ing the baffle.

9) Implantation Activities *?SJ r\z Isotope Sepnrator (?.*

33.K. Sood, Animesh J. .Tainf X'.A Kafcans-a -̂ re' ' .'•-. Bhr.trana)

One limb of DUI'AS isotope seoav^-or- v • h-•<••(•'. onrc to cf«r

out implantation work. "(Jpor riBfc anal-sir -ch* i'-t.,a'i ir.plfi^t.c.
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obtained were found to hav« an unusually large amount of carbon
oa the surface. The carbon contamination has b«en dreinp+ically
reduced to insignificant level by incorporating a suitable liquid
nitrogen trap on the diffusion pump in the oollector limb. An
electrostatic been scanner developed in the laboratory was
installed to sweep the ion besm to get implants of uniform dose
over fin aroa of ebout 1" diameter. A auitable target holder
with a secondary electron suppressor was also designed pnd i n-
oorT>orpted. TriBl implants of doBes 1 0 - 1 0 ions/cm1wF>re
carried out using Ar , Sb c and Pb . The dose uniformity
i s being investigated using Rutherford baokscett^ring.

10) Energy Dispersive X-ray Analvaia (Madanlal, Rekfce (lovil,
S.K. Ketaria, S.S. Kspoor)

The programme of Energy dispersive X-rey ancl.ysi a has been

continued employing two Si(I,i) detector X-rn:r spectrometers, the

pulsed optical feed bad- syster, for high count rate performance

ooupled to Mo target X-ray source end drainfee-d back system coup-
5*5 241

led to Pe end Am sources for covering the entire periodic

table of elements for Z>1S. The multielement capability and

rapid analysis of Si( l i ) detector X-ray system hae been further

enhanced by the installation of H>P-/11-0'5 Comouter for data

analysis. Two computer programmes have been developed for

quantitative element analysis. The f i rs t programme provides

quantitative rnelysis from X-ray Spectra of samples where the

X-ray peaks are a\ifficiently resolved. The programme ^lso pro-

vides self absorption correction for X-ray energies of tde elements

from the emperimentf'l transmission dsta to compute the mass

absorption coefficient of the sample. The second programme

employs least squpres fitting of the experimental spectrs to

obt'in peek areP8 of X-ray ener«1ea of the elements of a sample.

This facility has been madf> available to many users both inside

and outside BARC for repid scpn of their Sac^les for elemental
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C imposition. This facility has also been extended for training

personnel from other Institutes for setting up X-ray analysis

facilities in their laboratories. The physios trainees from

our training school have been given a project work for learning

the technique and method of X-ray analysis. Some of the detailed

analysis work oerried out with this faoility is described below.

(a) Materials having different dieleotrio properties were analysed

for finding the effect of change in Composition of elements on

the dielectric constant of the materials. The analysis was

•arried out for the Electronic Research and Development centre,

Trivendruic.

(b) Analysis of minerals samples for the study of geochemical

aspects to draw conclusions of the genesis of these rocks

waB carried out. These sampleo were obtained from the

Civil Engineering Department of I.l.T. Bombay. Minerals

samples of Bauxite, Scheellte and rock phosphate received

from I.l.T. Kanpur were also analysed for the elements Ca,

Ti, Fe, Cu, Zn, Bb, Sr, Y, Zr, Od, Wa, Ba, fld.

(•) For the study of bio-accumulation various benthie spooleo

such as algae, sponges, molluscs, crustaceans and fish from

near shore environment off Bombay and Tarapore, a number of

these samples were analysed for studying the accumulation of

trace elements from industrial liquid effluents. The elements

analysed include Ti, Ni, Br, Sr, Cd end I. The work was

carried out in collaboration with Health Physics Division.

(4) The dust due to cutting of stones in Slate pentil industry is

a sever* haeard for the workers. Some of these dust samples

eolleoted by Industrial Toxicology Research Centre, Lueknow

were analysed at their request to obtain information of the

, possible toxic trace elements which fire the source of health"

hazard for the industrial workers. The analysis carried out

indicated the presence of K, Ti and Pe at percentage level
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while Sr, Zr, Nb, Ba, la ft C* were present around 100.0 t>.m.
level of oonoentration.

(a) Trace element composition of soil, root and leaf samples
collected from healthy, apparently healthy and root (wilt)
diseased coconut palms were determined employing energy
dispersive X-ray fluoreseaoe techniques. The work was
carried out in Collaboration with the College of Horti-
oulture, Vellanikkara, Kerala*

Some of the other Investigations include signature analysis
of stainless steel samples from Central Workshop and ONGC, the
determination of Composition of Superconductive filaments, ana-
lysis of mixet oxides for Solid State Physics Studies and, deter-
mine tion of quantity of tungsten In metal deposited on
window for MDRS.

11) Computer Based Data Acquisition System for Nuclear Physics

Experiments

A oomputer based multiparaneter data acquisition system 1B
being set up in the division. A mini-- computer FDP 11/34 and a
microcomputer PDP 11/03 have been acquired along with the neoe-
ssary peripherals for this purpose. The two computers operate in
a Network, as shown in the figurej/the 11/03 dedicate* to datu
acquisition end 11/34 providing the neoessary data analysis capa-
bility and back up storage* An interff?os capable for oonneoting
8 ADCs to the 11/03 through a multiparameter interface card has
been designed and fabricated by the Computer section and is in
operation. The neoessary data acquisition and display software
is under development.
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12) Position Sensitive Proportional Detector for Charged
Particles at Focal Plane ( N.L. Ragoowanei. M.A. Eswaran,
Suresh Kumar, H.H. Oza and D.R. Ohakra"barty)

As a first step in the direotion to develop position

sensitive proportional detectors of variouB configurations for

use at the focal plane of magnetic epeotrographa for detection

of charged particles, a eingle wire detector of 40 cms length

has been designed and got fabricated by the workshop. The

position sensitivity of this detector ie based on the charge

division method. The Argon-Methane gas mixture is used in the

detector. The performance testing of this detector has been

done with a 5.4 MeV alpha source. For this purpose a pulse

summing unit was also fabricated in the laboratory. The test

showed a position resolution of less than 1.5 mm. Based on

these observations improvements on the detector ere being

incorporated*
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13. Superconducting Magnet Development; (U.S. Sntya Murthy,

Y.D. Dande, B.S. Srinivasan, K.I. Petel, D.S. Bisht,

T. Srinivasan, A.P. Bagool end P.K. Rajappan)

A new project on Development of Superconducting Magnets

and Materials has been started in the division A nee April 1962.

The Project envisages setting up of test facilities for determi-

ning the superconducting and mechanical properties of indigenously

developed materials end building prototype superconducting magnets

for accelerator beam transport pnd ?-5HD applications, using these

conductors.

Parameters to be measured on short samples (25 mm) of the in-

digenous conductors are (i) critical tempereture T , (ii) critical

field He, (iii) critical current den^ty J , (iv) tensile and sbe^r

stress and (v) the minimum bending radius. Two 500 mm bore super-

conducting solenoids with axiel fields of 8T °nd 12T have been de-

signed using commercially available FbTiFb,Sn conductors. The

liquid helium cryostats, sample cells as well as mechanical proper-

ty test rig will be designed and built locally. The results of the

tests will be fed back to Atomic Fuels Division, who are developing

the conductor. The prototype beam transport and MHD magnets, toge-

ther with their cryostats will elso be fabricated in the division

and their operatinn demonstrated,

A 55 mm born, 6T solenoid masjnet has been wound end operated

successfully for prolonged periods of upto 65 hours. In the stable

state of operation, a liquid helium boil-off rate of 300 cc/h has

been achieved. A 100 mm diameter, superinsulPtsd eryostet made in

the division Has been used to cool the magnet.

A short-sample test insert has been fabricated and annumber

of short sample tests uptc 6T nt 4.SK have been performed. The

25 mm long sample is looeted at the solenoid centre, transverse

to the axis and the solenoid is energised to different field
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intensities, measured by a cryogenic Hall probe and a >'odel 615

geussmeter. At each field intensity, the current in the sample

is gradually increased t i l l the sample indicates e transition

from superconducting to normal resist ivi ty s ta te . Th*~ appear-

ance of a voltage signal of 1 tuv/om across the spmnle ie used

BS a criterion for determining this cr i t ical current value.""Ma IS

more stringent than normal commercial specifications. About 10

samples have been tested so fsr and some of the results pre shown

in Fig.1.

A tensile strength measuring apparatus, whicl- is essertially

a miniature version of the Instron machine hooked onto s liquid

helium cryostat has been designed. Care to ens.ir^ ri •*J di t" of the

tie-rod assembly has been taken. The apparatus ie un^er fnhrica-

tion.

14. Helium Liuuifier Operation (Y.D. Dande, T. Srinivasan,

A.P. Bagool and P.K. Rajappan)

The PLHe/212 Helium liquifier has been operating very

satisfactorily during the vepr. The machine has been ot^roted

for about 482 hours, producing a total of 1650 l i t res of liquid

Helium. The heliun gas recovery line has b?en extended to many

more laboratories of the division in Modular Labs.

The helium liquifier WPS shut down for a period of 2 months

towards the end of the Terr, for mp,jor maintenance. The pryogene-

rators have been cleaned and reassembled end e set of four rr -

ma t ic valves hsve been •os'-.ed and remounted. A two-way solenoid

valve has i>een found to be leaking "nd has now hnen replacr ' hy

two, manually operated vscuum-valves. The machine is now becv ' r,

operation.

15. ITuclepr Radiation DetectorB (Y.D. Dande, R.S'. Udyawr.r,

G.V. Shenoy and S.R. Chinchanikar)
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The Nuclear Radiation Detector Development Section has moved

to ApBara Reactor Bldg., South Site, in January,1982. Tnstallatinn

and testing of the vacuum systems pnd other equipment wns comple-

ted by March'82 and regulnr production haa started since April. A

total of 20 BF, and 25 x-ray counters have been fabricpted and supp-

lied to division's in BARC as well as to other universities in

the country.

A two-dimensional position sensitive detector is being de-

signed for snoll angle neutron scattering experiments. This in-

corporates a central anode grid located between two continuous

wire cathode gridB, one parallel and other orthogonal th the

anode grid. Pulses induced at the two ends of each cathode wire

will be processed bv the rise-time discrimination readout systems

to give the X end Y co-ordiiiPtes of the event. The sensitive area

is 15x15 cm and the position resolution aimed for is 5 mm in both

X and Y directions. After gpining sufficient experience in fabri-

cation and operpting of thts detector, a 60cm x 60cm position sen-

sitive detector will be designed for experiments at the CTRUS and

R-5 reactors.

An annular (20 cm I.D. x 7 cm O.D. x 3.7 cm Deep) Helium-3

proportional counter hrs been designed for a high resolution win-

dow fi l ter spectrometer. The 25 dia, anode "ire will be sunpo-

rted on 16 insulators to form a 16 sided regular polygon in the

median plane of the counter. A detection efficiency of 90* et

4A is envisaged. The detector is under fabrication.

16. Materials Development (M.R.I.N. Murthy and ?.K. DtyanidM )

(i) Preparation of Alloys pnd Compounds; A series of elloyr.

of tfCu- _Ni series are under development for neutron diffraction

studies. The first batch of alloys already prepared are UCu,-, i

UCu. oNirt , and TJCu, n^n K« T b e alloy" w e r e melted in an arc4*8 0.2 4 . 7 O . 5
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furne.ee and the necessary order annealing treatment is In progress.

Neutron Diffraction results have shown that the alloys are formed

In the desired phase.

Rare earth alloys, Tbl/tnAl .and TbGHtGe, have also been prepared

by melting in an induction furnace in argon etraosphere. The alloys

ere being characterised for the composition as well es formation

of a single phase.

Iron and Manganese TTitrides, Fe.N and Mn.TC, have been synthe-

sised and confirmed to be in the desired phase with pervoskite s tr-

ucture. Samples have been sent to the Bandung Research Insti tute

in Indonesia for carrying out neutron diffraction studies.

( i i ) Orvst"? Cutting and Shaningt Several crystals of Fe,Q,,

DyFeO,, Ge and Co-Fe have been cut "nd shaped in the desired or i -

entation using different techniques such as sncrk orosion, disc

cutting etc. The Co-Fe crystal discs are SO mm in dinmetor °nd

2 mm thick, with faces parallel to within on arc of 10'. Wine Gfe

cryatPls of dimensions 4 - 0 x 9 x 3 mm have been cut and shaped

from en aligned single crystal and forms the rmin component of a

Focusing Neutron Monochroraator.

17. Electronics Instrumentation (V.rt. Shah, R.S. Kothsre,

V.G. Gaonkar and J.N. Joshi)

(i) Data Processor Interface for Multichannel Analysers

A data processor system has been designed for use with en indige-

nous 4K Multichannel Analyser. The system consists of a programm-

able calculator KICRO-2200, a MICRO-Data Interface (MDI), s floppy -

disc ettachment to MICRO-2200 and an interface to transfer data

between MCA and MICRO-2200. The system has been used for amoothen-

ing of spectra, peek senrch, peak analysis etc. in the XRF elemental

analysie. '
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(ii) Control System for Trlile-AxlB Spectrometeri A new, IC

based system for control of the 3 motors of the triple axiB specJ-

trometer at CTRUS has been developed. The data of the angular span

through wLich each axis has to rotate can be stored in a memory.

This information is used to drive the motors confled with oigitisera.

Control is achieved using the pulses obtained from these digitisers.

The desired position can be input via a key board. The system has

been bench-tested satisfactorily.

(iii) Neutron Resonance fflipper« A new R.F, power supply for

a Neutron Resonance Plipper has been developed with help from Eleo-

tronics Division. The flipper can deliver about 600 mA current in

the frequency range of 250 - 500 KHz to a coil placed in a magnetic

collimetor in order to spin-polarise the neutrons. Two flipper

units ere being supplied to the Korean Advanced Energy Research

Institute as part of a Neutron Spectrometer.

(iv) Motor Drive Control Unit» A mieroprocessor-besed motor

drive control unit for a universal neutron spectrometer has been

developed and fabricated. The unit opn control neven motors in a

programmed manner so thPt the spectrometer een be used for powder

diffraction, polarised neutrons, constant Q or constant E modes.

Each motor can be given three commands via the microprocessor viz.

start/stop, fast/slow and forward/reverse. A fast oorompnd moves

a motor fast only if the difference between the actual and the

desired position of the arm is greater than two degress. To avoid

backlash, a reverse command first moves the arm two degrees more

th'in the desir d position and automatically switches over to for-

wprd direction for two degrees rotation. Provision has been made

to stop three of the seven motors, if overdriven, by limit Bwitches

and LED indicators. A power supply giving 10A at +24lr and 2A at

+23V supplies power to the control unit. The unit has been tested

along with the microprocessor and is now being sPiinped to the Kare-

pn Atomic Energy ^esenrch Institute for control of a spectrometer

designed and built f«r KAERI.
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18. U3er Oriented Software for SC-I1P .'Tjcrocor.juV r - ITnrk II
(B.K. Gupta*, P. Ratna Mohan*, K.H. Rao, I . T'eahn .• Rao,
S.K. Pnrenjpe and K. (Jopal)

A general purpose micro^roce^sor-hnsed control ~yr:tein
recently been commissioned to operate a Universal Trinle Axis
Neutron Spectrometer. The control system i s designed around P
dual microprocessor configuration consisting of SC-MP n and an
Arithmetic Processor MM 57109. The software implemented on this
system (Mark I I ) i s superior to that of the M>°rk 7. version ' whio'
has been in use to control a t r i p l e axis spectrometRr. Specifi-
cally the following features have been incorporated

- a command in terpre ter routine to enable the user with a con-
venient and sijnrtle means of entering ^nd displaying dr+-a and
transferring control to various data acquisition' 'off-li n-
computati on

- a programme to acquire date in polarisation nru;,ron analysis
made

-. a routine to provide generalised (Q,'7) mode of opTPtion.
- a programme to acquire deta in the polarised neutron diffraction

mode. This programme makes use of the stpnd^rd orientation
metrix generally used by cryatpllographic control equipment and
hence i s useful for controlling any diffrnctometer.

A general purpose disassembler routine i s also written for
?RIME computer to provide detailed documentation of the various
programme writ ten in the microprocessor-based language.

* Computer Section, BARC.

1). S.C. Agrawal, B.K. Gupta,. H.M.I. Srivnstavr, K.H. Rao and
P.P. VijajraraghPvan, BARC Report 1034 (19S0)
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19. Fifth Resolution Window Fil ter Spectrometer (B.A.

chcrya, C.L. ThRper, P.S. Goyal, J.N. Snr.i, N.S.

Murtby nnfl P.K. Iyengpr)

A proposal, for the installation of n spe.rtmnK*r>r with

high snd continuously variable energy resolution ' ivna roadeto

the Rutherford Appleton Laboratory, U.K. Based on a novel tech-

nique using the differential cut-off wavelengths of tomvrature

varied Beryllium f i l t e r s , this spectrometer would achieve

resolution on the incident beam U3ing P long flight-pnth and

on the analysing side using a window f i l t e r , tho edvee of the

window being determined by Beryllium pieces which ere nt. different

temperatures ' (100°X and 300 to 500°K). A rearlution v r y i n/?

from about 20 to 60 iLeV Pt an incident energy of ^220 LJUV enn be

achieved by such a combination; the ^an^e of ener.ti^a over wMoh

the spectrometer enn be used will be about 4000

The proposal hPS been accented. Detailed optimisstinn of the

design with respect to n'-utron intensity has been finalised and

our on/rineeri np. design has been drewn up. Fnbricnti on of the ana-

lyser cum detector system has now commenced. A high resolution

single eryatPl spectrometer to test the Be blocks for this hps

been designed end will be se+ up r t GIRUS.

1), P.S. Goyel, B.A. Dasennachsrya, C.L. ThPner, K.R. Rao and

N.3. Sstva Tiurthy, Proposal for A Variable High Resolution

Quasi Elastic Spectrometer, (1930); also s^e P.S. Poyal,

B.A. Dpsannacharya end IT.S. Satya Murthy in 'Neutron Scatt"-

ring-1981' Ed.J.Paber J r . , ATPrOonf. Proceed!ngs-89, p.159

(1982)

2). P.K. Tyengar, Nuclear Instrument^ and ITethods, 2$., 367 (1964)

3). B.A. Dasannnchnrva, TTuclear Physics and Solid State Physics

(India) g£C, r>r3 (19B1)
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20. proposal for a Gold ffeutron Souroe (B.A. Dasannaoharya,

O.I. Thaper and M. Thiruroaleswar*)

I t 18 proposed to ins ta l l a cold neutron souroe with a

liquid methane moderator In the CIRUS reactor. The basic design

for such a souroe has been made. TTig.1 shows a schematic lryout

of the oomolete loop. AB envisaged the souroe of cold nettrona

wi" ' t i a 15 cm diameter, 3 cm long (alon.n; neutron beam direction)

pot of liquid raethan at 114°K kept close to the core of the CIRUS

reaotor in a 30 cm diameter boam channel. Since liquid methane is

prone to rpdiation dnraege, i t is necessary to ciruclate i t . A

totRl of 8b ut 3.0 l i t r es of the liquid will be in circulation in

the loop, thus r'-ducin": the demp̂ e to ?.m~unts sucVi that +>a loop

can be continuously operated for a month.

The operation of the loot) is es fellows, liquid rcethPn1? ia

f i rs t prepared end stored in the Dewar ft 112°K (Fig.1). Thia

methane i s circulated with a methane t>ump through the raoderr'or

pot. The circulation rate will be nrijusted to about 3 e/min so

that the rise in temperature of thr metbxni.> vhile passing through

the moderator pot, is kept bolow 4°K, thus keeping the methane

well below i t s boiling point of 127°K pt the operptir.g pressure of

the loop. The outcorning liquid will be passed through a mesh

box to precipitrte the particulate polymers if any, and then thro-

ttled throurrh a valve into the phase separptor. The liquid will

pasB through to the dewar end the geseoua portion will be recoolen

by the cryogenerrtor.

The cold neutron spec Turn from the source will be tapped

through a central hole of 6.0 cm diPmeter In which a cooled bis-

muth crystal will be placed (not shown in f ig . ) . The cold mode-

rator will provide neutrons peaked around 2.5 A.

A report describing th^ techincpl outlines of the cold neu-

tron source, safety requirements and operational porcedure has

been nreperod.
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The deteiled design end fabrication of the complete methane

loop is being done in collaborstion with the Technical Physloa

Division.

Some important parameters of the cold source are given

belowt

Moderator

Moderator temperature

Modefcator pressure

Volume of the moderator

pot

Total amount of l iquid
CH. in the loop4-
Total hent load
Period of continuous
operation

Liquid methane

2 ata

cc

30 l i t r e s
5/10 wstta

30 days
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2t. Measurement of Total Reflection of Neutrons from Nickel

Slasa Platea (I. Madhav Rao, K.R. Rao and W.R.I., TT. Murthy)

An apparatus, show* sohematieally in Flg.1, was set up »t

a beam port at APSARA reactor to measure characteristics of total

reflection of neutrons from nickel-coatea glass plates Bnd elements

constructed out of them. The apparatus consists of fin in-pile

collim&tor providing a highly collimated beam, a frame to carry the

glass plates or elements and a BF, detector in a suitable shield

capable of rotation about the centre of the glass plate, on a track.

The detector is connected to a counting system.

A 15 cm long beryllium filter is mounted behind the colllmator

in the in-plle Beetlon to allow neutrons of wavelength larger than

3.96 A to be incident on the plate under test. The in-pile colli-

mator in the nresent set-up is of length 610 rcm, height 50 mm pnd

width 1 mm. A narro"' cadmium slit 0.5 mm wide is mounted on a

heavy stand at a distance of about .100 mm from the exit of the

collimator. The overall divergence of the beam is 0.4 milliradian

(or 1.4 minutes of are). The glass plates are 1000 mm long, 200 mm

high and 12 mm thick. These plates were coated with nickel to

approximately 1500 A (+ 200 A) thickness st the vacuum evaporation

plant of the Technical Physics Division. The frame which carries

tha plate is designed to provide translation of the plete normal

to its surface, rotation of the plPte about a vertical axis at its

centre and rotation abet a horizontal axiz parallel to the surface

to moke the plate vertical. In addition, the rotation about the

vertical axis is controlled by meens of t'o springs which hold the

frame tightly at two ends and a screw at one end. By providing

additional restraining limiting screws from the table m which the

frame is mounted, we have been sole to use the seme frame either

to rotate the frame abo^t its central vertioal axia or about a

vertical axis Pt one of its ends, by taking recourse to translation

of the plate and its rotation simultaneously. The latter mode of
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operation is necessary to ensure that the incident beam enters a

guide element at one end and study characteristics of multiple

reflections in the element.

The procedure adopted for measuring total reflection from a

single plate is PS folios. The profile of the incident beam was

measured at the approximate location of the frame by means of a

thin BF, monitor counter held vertically. This helped us in

establishing the centre line of the incident beem nnd the detector

track was aligned to rotate about the frame centre situated on

this central line. A seen of the beam using the detector gave

the 'zero' location of the incident beam. All arcguler measure-

ments h(?ve been carried out with resneot to thia zero position.

The surface of the glass plate is brought into grazing coinoi-

•tnce of the incident be^m line using the trpnslatlon find rota-

tion mechanisms, of -She frame with the helo of telescope pnd Ke-

^e portable laser. The telescope is moved to a position about

2 meters awpy normpl to the glass surface and with the fcelp of a

lamp end scale arrangement mounted on top of the telescope the

•zero' oosition is noted. All engular displacements of the piste

about P vertical axis could "be measured with this geometery. The

glass platt is rotated about its central vertical a> LB in small

steps and at each step, the detector scan is ,aken to obtain the

profile of the reflected beam.

Pig. 2 shows a series of orcfiles of the neutron reflected

from a glpss plate, measured by the detector scan about the

'zero' position. It is observed that the profiles show broaden-

ing 88 a function of the angular misaet of the glass plPte from

the incident beam direction. This broadening is related to the

msoroscoplc roughness of the float glass surface.

The inset in Pig. 2 shows the plot of integrated intensities

of one set of such profiles as a function of the incident angle

of the beam on the nickel surfaoe. The cut-off of reflections

observed at nearly 6.5 milliradians corresponds to the critical
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angle of nickel for 4 A neutrons.

Three nickel-coated glass plates were examined by this

procedure and the results are similar to whPt is described

above, indicating that the ooatings made earlier are satis-

factory in so far as profile shapes and intensities are con-

cerned. In order to assess the absolute reflectivities, measure-

ments of neutron intensities after multiple reflections in a

guide element made of these plates is necessary. A trial run

along these lines showed that at leaat 40# neutrons emerge

after nearly 4 reflections. In order to make quantitative

measurements another suitable frame to oerry the guide element

is being fabricated and further rune will be taken up on guide

elements with spacers of ?£ 1 mm.
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22. Helium Oryoatat Incorporating Superconducting Magnet
for ffossbauer Experiments (s.C Btiargava And D.S. Biat)

A large variety of interesting preperties are observable

using Mosabauer Spectroacopy at temperatures belĉ v the liquid

nitrogen tetsperature. This range of temperature is essential

for studies of relaxation processes and bioraolecules. Similarly,

the application of an external field is not only essential for

certain studies but also provides a contiollable interaction

which helps in removing ambiguities in interpretation in several

cases. With this in view, a helium cryostat incorporating

superconducting magnet has been made.

The schematic diagram in Fig.l shows the design. The

MossbBuer spectra ere to be obtained in vertical geometry.

The absorber and source are in separate chambers,under independ-

ent helium pressure or in vacuum. The design enables quenching

of absorber samples from room temperature to liquid nitrogen

temperatures, as desired in several biological and other studies.

The eryostat consists of

1. Liquid nitrogen jacket

2. liquid helium vessel

3. Suspension of superconducting magnet

4. Mossbauer spectrometere absorber and source chambers

The design enables all these parts to be independently tested

and consequently makes the overall diameter of the cryostat

larger by about 20^ than commercially available cryostats.

The suspension of the superconducting magnet incorporates

arrangements for

1. flushing with helium gas

2. liquid helium transfer !

3. liquid helium level measurements using dipstick as well as

level sensors Just above the superconducting
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Fig. 1 Schematic diagram of the helium cryaatat
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magnet and liquid nitrogen (or helium) sensor at the

bottom of the helium vessel(.

4. detachable current leads for superconducting magnet

5. fluebout of liquid nitrogen

6. current leads through glasa-to-metal seals.

The super!naulation used to cut off radiation losses

consist of aluminised mylar and nylon, knitting.

The cryostat tested without auperinsulation consumes

liquid nitrogen end helium at rates of 20 litre and 10 litre

per day, respectively. For comparison, the consumptions of

the two liquids in commercially available cryoBtats for

Mossbauer Spectroscopy, incorporating superconducting magnet

with superinsulation (from Oxford Instruments, TT.E0) ±B

15 litre and 5 litre per day, respectively.

Further improvements and testing is in progress.

23. Microprocessor Based Data Acquisition, Storage and
Processing System (Surendra Kumar* end S.C. Bhargava)

In Mossbauer spectroacopy, like in most of other experi-

mental techniques, the nature of data processing, preliminary

8S well as at an advanced level, and peripheral facilities

required is known. The computer programmes required to do the

processing are only a few in number. Generally a bigger com-

puter with capabilities much more than required is used for

processing. Sven though the big computer doea the computation

faster, it's availability is limited. Moreover, data storage

and transfer is expansive and time consuming. Thus, on the

whole, it may be quite time consuming to use big central

computers. With the availability of microprocessors, it is

possible to make small inexpensive systems which can do most

of data processing. In addition, they can be used as on line
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computers to do data Requisition. They elso provide inexpen-

sive but advanced data storage and transfer facility. The

choice of *he components being guided by the requirements of

an experiment and peripheral facilities desired can be contro-

lled with it.

The requirement of the Mossbauer experiments to be done

with helium cryostat can be listed! as belowt

1. Generation of drive waveform digitally specified.

2. Spectra acquisition from sources et both ends of

spectrometer.

3. If triangular waveform is used to drive spectrometer,

folding of the two spectra, with folding point variable.

4. When sine wave is used to drive spectrometer, select

time width of successive channels such that the velocity

scale of the spectrum obtained is linear.

5. Peak analysis; determination of the non-resonant level,,

peak centre, width and area. This helps in choosing the

folding point too.

6. Comparison of Mossbauer data with theoretical spectra,

generated on the system using parameters found by peak

analysis, using graphic display facility on the terminal.

The agreement too can be seen graphically.

7. Data storage on floppy disks. It is far more economic

and efficient way of data storage and transfer to the

active memory of computer than use of paper tapes and

hard copy.

8. Visual inspection of Mossbauer speotrum on diskette,

paper tape or in active memory of the data collection

system.

9. Simulation of simple theoretical relaxation spectra.
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10. Data transfer to and the enalyeee on bigger computer,

if analyses deoired is more oomplet&d and bigger computer

is available.

11. Monitor temperature and magnetic field stability as well

as liquid levels (Liq. Ng and Xiq, He) in eryostats and

initiate suitable warning signals and corrective proce-

dures if fault is found.

12. Plotting of spectrum in point by point mode (suitable for

experimental data) line mode (suitable for theoretical

line shape).

With these specifications, the development of hardware of

the Bystem which includes terminal with greohic display facility

as required in Kossbauer spectroscopy was taken up ^t Electro-

nics Division, B.A.R.C. as couple of yeer back. The svstem

based on 8085A microprocessors (schemeticelly shown in fi&.1)

alongwith some software was completed sometime back, Bn<3 put

into operation in our laboratory. A typical spectrum obtained

with it and the spectrometer which was in use earlier is shown

in Pig.2. Alogwith use in data acquisition, software develop-

ment as listed above is being done, "he multichannel analyser

which was in use in this laboratory prior to the development

of this system has also been electronically couoled to this

system for data transfer.
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